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SAMMANFATTNING 

Denna rapport representerar masterprojektet som utförs av Wei Bai och Emma Styf, 

och skrevs av den förra. Projektet genomfördes med Volvo GTT Ergonomics 

avdelning (Volvo Group Trucks Technology). 

Med fokus på kommunikationen mellan lastbilsförare och andra trafikanter 

genomfördes användarstudier. 8 lastbilschaufförer observerades under arbetet och 

intervjuades om deras åsikter om andra trafikanter och nuvarande 

kommunikationsförhållanden. En undersökning skickades ut och fick 63 svar från 

bilförare, motorcyklister, cyklister och fotgängare. Genom att kombinera analysen 

av samrisker och undersökningen fastställdes den fokuserade kritiska situationen vid 

korsningen i stadstrafik, där kommunikationsbehovet främst ligger mellan 

lastbilföraren och sårbara trafikanter. 

Några av de anställda i Volvo GTT introducerades i konceptutvecklingsfasen i form 

av verkstad och användarutvärdering, för att hjälpa till med konceptgenerering och 

testning av designelement. 

De slutliga koncepten är två system som arbetar tillsammans på ett visuellt sätt, 

vilket förbättrar kommunikationen när sårbara trafikanter korsar vägen och när 

lastbilen vänder. 

Koncept A fungerar när lastbilen närmar sig ett korsning med fotgängare som väntar 

på att korsa. Truckens hastighetsstatus visas av LED-matrisen i frontgallret. När 

trucken har stoppats har lastbilschauffören möjlighet att sätta på en projicering av 

zebraövergången framåt för att låta fotgängarpasset. Projektionen är utformad för att 

vara interaktiv när det kommer fordon på andra sidan. 

Illustrationer av koncept A 

Concept B arbetar för en lastbil som vrider höger. Ett projektionsområde på marken 

påminner andra trafikanter för att hålla säkert avstånd. Föraren får också uppstart 

och ljudsignaler om förekomsten av andra trafikanter. Trucken stannar automatiskt 

när en annan trafikanvändare är för nära. 



Illustrationer av koncept B 

Nyckelord: visuell kommunikation, lastbilförare, användarstudie, konceptutveckling 



ABSTRACT 

This report represents the master thesis project conducted by Wei Bai and Emma 

Styf, and was written by the former. The project was conducted with the Ergonomics 

Department of Volvo GTT (Volvo Group Trucks Technology). 

With the focus on the communication between truck drivers and other road users, 

user studies were implemented. 8 truck drivers were observed during work and 

interviewed about their opinions on other road users and the current communication 

condition. A survey was sent out and got 63 responses from car drivers, 

motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians. Combining the analysis of co-rides and the 

survey, the focused critical situation was set at the intersection in urban traffic, in 

which the communication needs mainly lie between the truck driver and vulnerable 

road users. 

A few of employees in Volvo GTT were introduced in the phase of concept 

development in the forms of workshop and user evaluation, to help with the concept 

generation and design elements testing. 

The final concepts are two systems working cooperatively in a visual way, 

enhancing the communication when vulnerable road users are crossing the road and 

when the truck is turning. 

Concept A works when the truck is approaching an intersection with pedestrians 

waiting to cross. The speed status of the truck is shown by LED matrix in the front 

grille. Once the truck is stopped, the truck driver has the option to turn on a 

projection of zebra crossing to the front to let the pedestrian pass. The projection is 

designed to be interactive when there are vehicles coming on the other side. 

Illustrations of Concept A 

Concept B works for a truck turning right. A projection area on the ground reminds 

other road users to keep safe distance. The driver also gets head-up displayed and 

audio signals about the occurrence of other road users. The truck automatically stops 

when another road user has got too close. 



Illustration of Concept B 

Key words: visual communication, truck drivers, user study, concept development 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A-pillar

The vertical or near vertical supports of the front window area of a vehicle. The 

A-pillars often bring blind spots.

A turning truck 

Is referred to as a truck turning to the passenger side with a time span, from the 

moment the direction indicators turned on, to the moment the tractor and trailer 

reaches a line again towards the new direction. 

Direct vision 

Driver’s vision through windows. 

Indirect vision 

Driver’s vision via mirrors. 

HGV 

Heavy Goods Vehicle, is the European Union term for any truck with a gross 

combination mass of over 3,500 kilograms. Refers to the type of truck involved in 

this project. 

HUD 

Head-up display 

Off-tracking 

Specifically referred to as low-speed off-tracking, occurs when vehicles traveling at 

very low speed make a turn, causing swept path width. 

VRU 

Vulnerable road user, non-motorised road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists as 

well as motor-cyclists and persons with disabilities or reduced mobility and 

orientation. This report refers to VRU as pedestrians, cyclists, moped riders and 

motorcyclists. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The project was initiated by Volvo GTT and was focused on visual communication 

between truck drivers and the surroundings. By surroundings it means other road 

users, such as pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, moped riders and car drivers. 

The visual communication between truck drivers and other road users is crucial in 

situations where other people or vehicles are moving around the truck, for example, in 

traffics, at goods terminals and construction sites. The visual communication is a 

two-way process. Both sides of the communication, the truck driver and other road 

users, should be taken into consideration. 

1.1 Background 

A truck is especially complicated to manoeuvre because of its size and weight, and 

the high-up sitting position of the driver. In Europe, the issue of driving licenses for 

trucks requires the issued person already holding a driver license for passenger cars 

or the same truck tractor with a lighter trailer. The minimum age for driving truck 

tractors over 7500 kg is fixed at 21 years, while for lighter tractors (3500 kg ~ 7500 

kg) and passenger cars it is 18 (European Union, 2006). As a result, truck drivers are 

regarded as professional users in traffic. 

Despite the particularities and complexities, trucks and truck drivers are likely to be 

neglected in the discussions of traffics and accidents because of their minority 

compared to passenger cars and buses. Many people have never climbed into a truck 

cab and have few ideas about how to interact with a truck driver, which is very 

dangerous and unpleasant when they meet in traffic. In fact, in recent years, traffic 

accidents involving Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV) over 3500 kg cause around 4000 

fatalities every year in Europe, taking up 15% of all traffic fatalities (European 

Commission, 2016).  

Volvo Trucks Accident Research Team (2017) has categorized the causes of 

HGV-related traffic accidents into three factors: human factors, environment and 

vehicle, while 90% of all accidents are human factors related. It is therefore very 

important to investigate the human’s perspectives in HGV-related traffic situations 

and design products for the target users. 

Between truck drivers and other road users, there is a big gap, physically and mentally. 

The current many Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) are designed 

around a passenger car. By comparison, fewer discussion and design are made for 

trucks. With the fact that the information relevant to driving is predominantly 



perceived visually, truck drivers sit high up from the ground and have fewer 

windows compared to passenger cars. The current solutions for blind spot incidents 

with mirrors, cameras and sensor systems require a lot of human intervention 

(Lausnay S. et al., 2011), adding burdens to truck drivers’ driving tasks.  

This project was intended to investigate and assist the visual communication 

between truck drivers and other road users, with the consideration of ongoing 

technology trends. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to improve the visual communication between truck 

drivers and other road users by investigating the communication needs of truck 

drivers in certain situations. 

A concept of visual communication aids for truck drivers to communicate with other 

road-users has been designed, and evaluated by tests on drivers. During the project, 

the following research areas will be investigated. 

• What sort of information do truck drivers need to communicate with other 

road-users in certain critical situations? 

• What sort of information is suitable to be communicated visually? 

• What visual communication technology is available today, and how will 

near future technology affect visual communication? 

• How to design visual communication aids to support drivers’ 

communication needs?  

1.3 Delimitation 

In order to be able to focus on the targeted problems, the following research areas 

have been delimited. 

• Only visual communication 

• A limited number of critical situations 

According to the subject of the project, the visual communication takes place where 

there are both the truck and other road users. The selection of critical situations was 

therefore settled to traffic situations during the phase of user study. The long-haul 

freight and trucks with two trailers are excluded, because of the low frequency of 

appearance in urban traffic. 



1.4 Process 

The process of the project has been iteratively moving forward, as it is shown in 

Figure 1. It started with a background study, which is composed by literature reading 

and benchmarking. The research topics has varied along the different phases of the 

project, covering the areas of accident analysis, human factors, interaction design, 

information visualization and so on. 

The design concept has been developed through three phases before the final concepts 

was accomplished. At different points of the whole process, the users have been 

actively involved in different ways, such as interviews, surveys, workshop and 

evaluation. 

 

Figure 1. Project Process.  

(The white arrows represent the actual sequences of the steps taken, while the 

gray arrows show the iterated evolvement of the concept.) 

 

  



 

  



2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The background information was obtained through literature review and 

benchmarking. User studies with the truck drivers also contributed with input to the 

background study. 

2.1 About trucks 

Truck drivers work for different types of tasks. To meet these demands, different truck 

tractor models were made. Shown in Figure 2 are some of Volvo’s truck models as an 

example, FH series were designed for long-haul transportation. While FM, FE, FL are 

smaller and flexible, more adapted to local distribution and urban areas. The Volvo 

FMX is strong and robust, specifically designed for construction work. 

 

Volvo FH            Volvo FMX 

 

Volvo FM         Volvo FE        Volvo FL  

Figure 2. Volvo truck models (Image source: www.volvotrucks.se ) 

View from inside the cab 

Due to different configuration designs on the market, even low entry trucks similar 

to Volvo FE and FL on the market can hide a standing person out of the truck drivers’ 

direct vision, not to mention the higher ones (Summerskill, S. and Marshall, R. 

2015). In most cases, the object can be partly seen through the window only when it 

http://www.volvotrucks.se/


has a certain distance away from the truck. Figure 3 shows how a pedestrian looks in 

the cab of a Volvo FL. 

 

Figure 3. A pedestrian passing in front of a Volvo FL 

Blind spot mirrors are widely in use to extend the truck drivers’ vision to an 

acceptable level via indirect vision. As shown in Figure 4, there are 6 mirrors around a 

truck cab. There is one normal and one wide-angle rearview mirror on each side, a 

wide-angle mirror in the front and a kerb-view mirror on the passenger side. The 

wide-angle mirrors and the kerb-view mirror cover the areas in close proximity in the 

front and on the sides of the truck. 

 

Figure 4. mirrors mounted around a truck cab (right-hand traffic) 

In a large number of cases only a small portion of the other road user is visible, 

distorted at the edge of the mirror, as shown both in Figure 3 and Figure 5. It is 

therefore indicated by Summerskill S and Marshall R (2015) that the indirect vision 

via mirrors should be prioritized over by direct vision. 



 

Figure 5. A person viewed from the rearview mirror 

Longer braking distance 

Compared to a passenger car driving at the same speed, a truck takes longer distance 

to reach a stop due to the large volume and weight. The truck braking is much more 

complex than passenger car braking, with the intricate interactions between the 

driver, the brake system, the truck tires, the dimensions and loading characteristics 

of the truck, and the pavement surface characteristics (Douglas W, H., et al., 2003). 

It is concluded in the simulation and analysis by Airul Sharizli (2014) that heavy 

vehicles take a minimum 60% more distance for emergency stops on dry roads. 

The long braking distance urges truck drivers to concentrate on the traffic conditions 

and try to make reactions as soon as they can. 

Off-tracking and the swept path width 

All vehicles that are not on tracks turn with the rear wheels not following the front 

ones. This off-tracking phenomenon is negligible for bicycles and automobiles. 

While it is not the same case for trucks. The off-tracking of trucks cause a 

considerable amount of swept path width, as shown in Figure 6. A single-unit truck 

can have a swept path width of around 3 m, and a truck with a trailer around 4.5 m 

(Douglas W, H., et al., 2003). 



 

Figure 6. Illustration of swept path width. (Douglas W, H., et al., 2003)  

When a truck turns at an intersection, the swept path width threatens the safety of 

other road users on the turned side. It is therefore generally suggested to turn wide at 

the entered road, as shown in Figure 7, as a compensation for the swept path width. 

 

Figure 7. A suggested way of turning a truck at an intersection (image source: 

http://www.truckingtruth.com/cdl-training-program/page48/driving-combination-ve

hicles ) 

Rear overhang 

For large vehicles like trucks and buses, there is a part of the load module that 

exceeds out from the rear wheels, called the rear overhang. 

When the truck is making a turn, there would be a rotation of the overhang part 

along the rear wheels. Sometimes the overhang part requires warning devices like 

red lights or red flags to warn other road users by the side. 

http://www.truckingtruth.com/cdl-training-program/page48/driving-combination-vehicles
http://www.truckingtruth.com/cdl-training-program/page48/driving-combination-vehicles


2.2 Accident Analysis 

According to Volvo Trucks Accident Research Team (2017), of all the fatalities or 

severe injuries caused in HGV-related accidents, half are car occupants, as a result 

of the majority of cars in traffic. Most of the accident are collisions with an 

oncoming car or a car from the sideway at an intersection. Vulnerable road users 

(VRUs) take a proportion of a third, while the most common accident scenarios are 

VRUs crossing road in front of the truck, or when the truck is turning. 

2.3 Attention Allocation 

The majority of information is communicated visually during driving. With the 

development and introduction of more Advanced Driver Assistance Systems with 

visual interfaces, drivers’ visual perception risks being overloaded. It is important 

that drivers’ traffic awareness gets enhanced, not destructed. 

Situation awareness, as defined by Endsley (1995), is the perception of the elements 

in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their 

meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future. Because of the 

significance of drivers’ status and the timing in traffic, the situation awareness is 

being thoroughly researched and discussed in many aspects of the automotive 

industry. 

Drivers’ attention should be regarded as a limited and precious resource during the 

design process. The design concept should provide only the critical information for 

the driver in an efficient and unobtrusive manner to allocate drivers’ attention 

properly and enhance the situation awareness. 

 

  



 

  



3 USER STUDIES 

The visual communication takes place between two parties, the driver and people 

outside the truck. The user study involves 8 truck drivers and 63 other road users. 

In the first step, the truck drivers were observed and interviewed during co-rides. An 

on-line survey was designed and sent out afterwards, getting 63 responses from 

other road users. 

3.1 Core user: the truck drivers 

Of the 8 interviewed truck drivers, 6 drove trucks like FM, FE, FL or similar models 

from other brands, and worked as package deliverers or garbage recycle operators 

inside the Gothenburg city. The other 2 drivers drove FMX to transport building 

materials in construction sites. 

The ages of the drivers ranged from 27 to 57 (mean = 42.9, S.D. = 11.0). Their driving 

experience varied from 2 to 33 years (mean = 12.1, S.D. = 11.5). One of them was 

female. 

The co-rides with 8 truck drivers were implemented separately in the same period of 

time by the two researchers of the project, 4 co-rides (one package delivery, two 

garbage recycling, and one construction site driver) for each. Co-rides took place 

when the driver was driving, with the researcher sitting on the passenger seat to 

observe the driver and the traffic, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Photo taken during one co-ride 

Workdays started early in the morning. After a quick coffee and some preparations, 



 

drivers headed to the road. The schedule list for goods delivery and garbage recycling 

could be really tight, with several stops arranged within a few minutes. This was when 

the drivers got fully occupied and highly efficient. The streets between the stops could 

be narrow and difficult, requiring the drivers to maneuver the big vehicles to do lots of 

reverses and turns, in the meantime looking out for other road users around. They 

jumped in and out of the cab at each stop, to make deliveries, load or unload garbage. 

It was noticed that safety belts were seldom tightened between the stops. Sometimes 

during longer distance of driving, they were on the phone talking with colleagues and 

friends. 

One of the two co-rides in the construction sites took place when there was barely any 

traffic. The construction site was broad and empty with few other vehicles or facilities 

around. Sometimes the driver needed to get out of the cab to check the loading process 

with other workers. The driving task was easy and relaxing. However, there existed 

tricky terrains, such as narrow roads and big turns in the driver’s regular route, where 

the driver had witnessed a traffic incident between a truck and a passenger car during 

the rush hours. 

3.1.1 Impressions on other road users 

To get an overview of the current communication status between truck drivers and 

other road users, several questions were asked to let truck drivers describe their 

communication with each type of road users. 

Cyclists 

 

 “Cyclists are the boldest in traffic.” 

“Do they think they are immortal?” 

“I always pay extra attention when driving by a bike lane.” 

 

Trucks are huge, clumsy and solid. By comparison, cyclists are small, agile and 

vulnerable. A cyclist can reach a rather fast speed, which would aggravate the injury if 

it happens. Most of the time, cyclists have the priority in traffic. However, they were 

accused of overly taking the advantage of the rules, sometimes even breaking them. 

It is really dangerous that a cyclist runs very fast and pays little attention on the road 

with insufficient understanding about the way a truck moves at the same time. It 

annoys the truck drivers when cyclists try to grab the road or run fast with a pair of 

headphones on. 



 

One mentioned incident is that a cyclist hit right into the rear wheel of a truck coming 

from the side road and caused his own death. Normally the truck drivers’ eyes are 

constantly sweeping over the road and all the mirrors, especially when entering 

another road. However, this cyclist was so fast that the driver had no idea of his 

existence until it was too late. 

A perfect cyclist would be less hurried, more concentrated, always using gestures to 

show intentions. Drivers pointed out that there were tricky intersections and entrances 

to the main road where more attention for the bike lanes was required, as shown in 

Figure 9. The truck drivers get more alert as long as they are driving by a bike lane, 

especially when they are about to turn to the passenger side, for which the 

phenomenon of off-tracking needs to be highlighted. 

 

Figure 9. An intersection with bike lanes 

Pedestrians 

 “Pedestrians show more respect to rules in most cases.” 

“It’s tricky when a pedestrian seems to hesitate to cross the 

road.” 

“Zombie people.” 

 

According to the truck drivers, pedestrians are more aware of the fact that they are 

vulnerable. In most cases, they are well-behaved. However, they can be very 

problematic in rush hours and in crowded areas, when they are in such a hurry to get 

somewhere. For example, more than two drivers mentioned Korsvägen and Avenyn, 

the famously crowded two streets in Gothenburg, as shown in Figure 10. The drivers 



 

indicated that they tried to avoid these areas as much as possible, especially during 

rush hours. 

   

Figure 10. Disordered pedestrian-vehicle situation in Korsvägen 

During one co-ride, the truck went with the normal speed on a small road, when there 

were three people talking on the curb. While the truck approached, the person nearest 

to the road turned and saw the truck, had a quick eye contact with the driver, and 

turned back to their conversation. According to the truck drivers, eye contact is the 

most efficient and favored method to communicate. 

These days people are getting more focused on smartphones. Volvo Trucks Accident 

Research Team (2017) has specified that 17% of pedestrians are looking at their 

phones when crossing, without a glance up on the traffic. On the other hand, no usage 

of smart phones and music players does not guarantee sufficient attention and 

communication. Figure 11 shows a pedestrian changing mind half way. 

  

Figure 11. A pedestrian changing mind in the middle road 

Car drivers 

“Car drivers think they own the town.” 

“Ego and impatient.” 

“It’s really dangerous to look at the phone while driving.” 

 

It is accused by truck drivers that there is barely any car driving within the speed limit 



 

when they can speed up. Many car drivers in town are aggressive and hurried. When 

there is a truck ahead, all car drivers tend to overtake it and keep driving at a high 

speed afterwards. Some car drivers fail to use the indicators in time and properly. 

At roundabouts when the truck and a car need to drive side by side along the circle, car 

drivers are usually unaware of the truck trailer, and do not keep enough distance. 

In traffic queues, the car drivers tend to take too much advantage of the bulkiness of 

the truck driving side by side. It really annoys the truck drivers when a car tries to cut 

in line in front of the truck. The place they try to cut in is at the front corner, right 

under the A-pillar, which is a tricky spot to view. Many incidents have happened in 

this way, as mentioned by several drivers, and experienced by one of them. They 

regarded this behavior of car drivers as “showing no respect at all”, “dangerous and 

stupid”. “I would like the trucks be able to show how much stuff is there in the trailer. 

When it is empty and light, the truck is actually much more agile than people think it 

is,” said one truck driver. 

Another typical incident between a truck and a car happens when the truck is 

changing lanes to the right side. If the car driver coming from the back drives very fast 

and gets a bit absent-minded, an accident can easily happen. It requires the truck 

driver’s extra attention on the rearview mirrors in the right, because things behind the 

truck on the right side do not show very obviously in that mirror, as shown in Figure 

12. The same problem also exists for bicycles when the truck is making a right turn. 

 

Figure 12. Right-sided rearview mirrors viewed from the driver’s seat 

Motorcyclists 

“Motorcyclists seem more aware of being on an automotive 

vehicle.” 

“Having problem keeping distance.” 

“Driving too fast.” 



 

Motorcycles are regarded as automotive vehicles, same as cars and trucks. They can 

reach a high speed on the motorway. The small body of motorcycles makes them very 

agile going through the traffic of four-wheel vehicles. However, they are less stable 

and visible and offer less protection than cars and trucks. 

Comparing to cyclists, motorcyclists are less bold, perhaps because it needs to be 

serious enough to be on an automotive vehicle. But they also have the problems of 

driving too fast and not keeping enough distance. 

3.1.2 Communication with other road users 

As explicated in Chapter 2.1, the many special features of a truck make it different 

from other transportation methods on the road. 

For truck drivers driving in urban areas, it is barely possible to be absent-minded. 

Their eyes keep scanning the road and the mirrors from one side to the other at a high 

pace. On one hand, the high up sitting position limits the driver’s vision to some 

extent, and relies much on the six mirrors. Some drivers had complaints about the 

A-pillars and the big mirror cases interrupting too much of the vision, which results in 

the driver actively changing the sitting position to leaning forward or looking back, to 

check for people or objects around the truck. 

On the other hand, truck drivers enjoy the high-up sitting position because of the 

further vision it brings. Different from car drivers who might only consider vehicles 

and people within the distance of ten meters at most, truck drivers’ vision is not 

limited in the same way. They care for a car coming from the bend 50 meters away, or 

a pedestrian who seems about to cross at the next intersection. 

In traffic, truck drivers are always seeking for information that reveals other road 

users’ intentions, to predict their next move, to be able to plan ahead and adjust in 

advance. Other than the commonly communicating methods in traffic like the 

direction indicators and horn honking, truck drivers notice details that other people do 

not see. For instance, a slightly turned angle of the front wheels of a car waiting at the 

intersection could indicate that it is about to turn, even without seeing the direction 

indicators. When there is a big bus obscuring part of the vision, truck drivers try to see 

through the windows of the bus to be prepared if someone suddenly appears from the 

other side of the bus. The more years of experience, the more details and tricks the 

driver would obtain. Most of the times they assume the other road users would hurry 

up and grab the road, even break some rules. 

When encountering with pedestrians and cyclists, truck drivers read their eyes and 

seek for eye contact. It is the easiest way for truck drivers to know which direction the 

person is going to. Truck drivers also use gestures to tell the pedestrians and cyclists to 

pass. Unfortunately, not many other road users are open for such communication with 



the truck drivers. 

As for the sound information, truck honking barely occurred during the co-rides. As 

the truck being quite visible, horns are not frequently used to vulnerable road users in 

traffic. The common purpose of using a horn is to remind other road users about the 

existence of the truck when driving fast on rural roads. Other than that, the truck 

honking is a bit aggressive comparing to others in urban traffic, and can express the 

emotional signals such as anger and impatience, which truck drivers seldom do, as 

observed in the co-rides. However, one truck driver talked about the eager to press the 

horn very hard when the cars overtake in a rude way. Normally he restrained the 

impulse to do so unless the car gets dangerously close to the truck. 

3.1.3 Summary from co-rides 

Truck drivers are regarded as professional users with great responsibilities. They 

often behave well and mind for other road users. Being very proud and confident of 

their driving ability and road senses, almost all the truck drivers are used to the current 

design of the truck and find it satisfying enough. Yet it is possible for them to find the 

weak spots in the current communication in traffic. Except for some drivers who 

would rather stick to the conventional driving with few extra aids, most are quite 

open-minded for new technology and willing to give it a try. 

The impression on all types of other road users could be summed up as anxious and 

thoughtless. Everybody is in an unnecessary hurry and tries to take the priority. It 

depends on the working contents if the truck drivers themselves are anxious about the 

traffic, though. 

The use of smart phones and headphones is also a critical problem, since it takes 

people’s attention away from actively communicating critical information with other 

road users. 

The current communication methods work well for truck drivers. However, they keep 

picking up tricks during the many years of driving to become more sophisticated in 

traffic, of which one reason is that others do not apply the communication methods 

perfectly all the time. The communication method most favored by truck drivers is 

eye contact, sometimes accompanied by gestures like hand waving. The eye contact is 

used to predict vulnerable road users’ intentions, and hand gestures to show truck 

drivers’ own intentions. 

Generally speaking, they would like to be noticed about all other road users’ positions, 

directions, and intentions, and focus on the ones that are relevant and react 

accordingly. 

To achieve a more efficient traffic communication, the truck drivers expect that other 

road users would be more patient and respectful. Most important is to understand 

more about the truck, to keep enough distance and always be ready for 



communication. 

3.2 Online survey for other road users 

To gain a deeper understanding of the communication in traffic, an online survey was 

implemented towards other road users, including pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, 

moped riders and car drivers. 

Survey 

Referring to the EU regulation “Directive 2006/126/EC” (European Union, 2006) 

about the categorization of mopeds, the “other road users” in this project is divided 

into four categories as the following. 

 Car drivers 

 Motorcyclists / Moped riders over 25 km/h, maximum 45 km/h 

 Cyclists / Moped riders under 25 km/h 

 Pedestrians 

Three or four traffic situations involving a truck were described and discussed from 

each type of road users’ perspectives. The situations were selected and set up 

according to information obtained from the co-rides and the background study. 

For Car drivers: 

    

Car A: In a roundabout, 

side by side with a 

truck 

Car B: Truck in the 

front changing to your 

lane 

Car C: Waiting in 

traffic queues, side by 

side with a truck 

Car D: Encountering 

a truck at an 

intersection 

For Motorcyclists / Moped riders over 25 km/h, maximum 45 km/h: 

   

 

Motor A: Riding in a 

roundabout, a truck 

entering from the next 

Motor B: In traffic queues, 

by the side of a truck 

Motor C: Encountering a 

truck at an intersection 

 



exit 

For Cyclists / Moped riders under 25 km/h: 

   

 

Cyc A: Encountering a 

truck at a complicated 

intersection 

Cyc B: Truck turning and 

crossing the bike lane 

Cyc C: Crossing the truck’s 

path 

 

For Pedestrians: 

    

Pedes A: Encountering 

a truck at a complicated 

intersection 

Pedes B: Truck 

turning and crossing 

the zebra crossing 

Pedes C: Crossing the 

truck’s path 

Pedes D: Truck 

hidden behind a bus at 

a intersection 

To assess the participants’ emotion in each situation, the Self-Assessment Manikin 

(Margaret M. Bradley and Peter J. Lang, 1994) was introduced. In each situation, the 

participants were asked to score their feelings from 1 to 9 in three dimensions, as 

shown below in Figure 13. 

  



 

 

 

Figure 13. The self-assessment manikin used in the survey 

According to the Self-Assessment Manikin method, the emotional assessment of 

objects, events and situations is composed of three dimension of factors, pleasure, 

arousal and dominance. Each factor is defined by a pair of bipolar adjectives and 

rated along a 9-point scale. For this specific survey, the slected pairs of adjectives 

“Very pleasant” v.s. “Very unpleasant”, “Active” v.s. “Quiet”, and “Dominated” v.s. 

“Dominant”, as shown in Figure 13. 

Other than the emotional assessment for each situation, the major goal is to 

investigate the critical information in those. It means finding out what was regarded 

by other road users as the most important information that needed to be 

communicated with the truck driver. The general communication information was 

divided into two categories, “received from the truck driver” and “conveyed to the 

truck driver”, with minor modification to coorperate with each situation, as shown 

below. The participants were asked to rank these items by importance in each 

situation. 

  



Information received from the truck driver: 

▪ If the truck driver sees me 

▪ The truck’s current speed 

The truck’s speed before and after lane changing (in situation Car B) 

▪ The truck driver’s speed intention: slow down or speed up 

▪ Which direction the truck is going to 

Which exit the truck is going to take (in roundabout situations: Car A, Motor A) 

▪ The truck driver’s lane changing intention (for situations between a truck and 

an automotive vehicle) 

▪ The distance to keep from the truck (when side by side with the truck) 

Braking distance of the truck (when encountering a truck, or in traffic queues) 

Information conveyed to the truck driver as another road user: 

▪ If I see the truck 

▪ Where I am 

▪ My current speed 

▪ Which direction I am going to 

▪ My speed intention: slow down or speed up 

▪ My lane changing intention (for automotive vehicle users) 

The participants were also welcome to leave free comments of the questions. 

Results from the survey 

As shown in Figure 14, a total of 63 respondents, consisting of 22 car drivers, 7 

motorcyclists / moped riders with a speed between 25 km/h and 45 km/h, 18 cyclists / 

moped riders with a speed under 25 km/h, and 16 pedestrians, completed the 

questionnaire. 

 

Figure 14. Distribution of survey respondents 

For each rating scale in Figure 13, higher scores from a respondent reveal the feelings 

of the respondent to be less pleasant, less aroused and more dominant. The three 

dimensions of scores are therefore named as “Unpleasantness”, “Calm” and 

“Dominance”. The results are represented by the mean value and the standard 

deviation (s.d.), as shown in Table 1. Traffic situations for which the relevant road 

users assessed high unpleasantness, low calm, or low dominance are regarded as 

critical, which is why some of the mean values are highlighted in red. The standard 

deviation, on the other hand, represents the dispersion of data. A low standard 



deviation means the scores from the respondents are much focused around the mean 

value. Therefore, low standard deviations following the highlighted mean values are 

also highlighted. 

Table 1. Emotional assessment results 

Road user 

Type 

Traffic 

situations 
Unpleasantness Calm Dominance 

   mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. 

Car drivers 

A. 

Roundabout 
5.81 1.92 4.22 1.90 4.73 2.29 

B. Truck 

change lanes 
5.00 2.07 4.86 2.12 6.46 2.24 

C. Traffic 5.59 2.06 4.59 2.26 4.55 2.34 

D. 

Intersection 
4.77 2.18 5.09 2.07 6.10 1.74 

Motorcyclists 

A. 

Roundabout 
7.14 2.19 3.14 1.95 3.86 2.67 

B. Traffic 6.71 1.60 3.43 1.72 5.43 1.99 

C. 

Intersection 
4.29 2.56 5.14 2.54 4.00 1.83 

Cyclists 

A. Facing 

truck 
6.00 1.37 3.50 1.98 4.00 2.09 

B. Truck turn 7.39 2.59 2.11 1.78 2.11 1.02 

C. Cross truck 4.94 2.10 3.94 2.36 5.17 2.26 

Pedestrians 

A. Facing 

truck 
4.63 1.93 4.81 2.46 5.06 2.21 

B. Truck turn 6.50 3.08 3.94 2.91 4.94 2.49 

C. Cross truck 5.06 2.46 5.44 2.50 5.25 2.74 

D. Hidden 

truck 
6.81 2.14 3.50 2.31 3.69 2.47 

The data from Table 1 reveals obvious problems of motorcyclists and cyclists. The 

severe unpleasantness exists when motorcyclists and cyclists are by the side of a truck 

and facing the truck at an intersection or a roundabout. The situation of truck turning 

is critical to cyclists and pedestrians. The scores also show a bad situation for 

pedestrians when the truck is blocked by a big bus at the intersection. According to the 

data, car drivers have the most neutral, greatest level of calm in traffic. And all the 

participants show a rather high level of alertness, which is opposite to the comments 

of the truck drivers. This could be ascribed to the restricted ability of a survey, and the 

difference between what people say they do, and what they actually do. 

The following section explains the other road users’ perspectives according to the 

scores and open comments. The data from these questions can be found in Appendix 



D. 

Car drivers 

Car drivers rely mostly on the direction indicators for receiving and conveying 

information about direction intentions. When they are behind a truck that is changing 

lanes, they often use high beam blink to emphasize their presence. The eye contact 

with truck drivers is difficult to get. Whether the eye contact is implemented through 

windows or via mirrors of the truck depends on the relative position between the truck 

and the car. 

When driving beside a truck, the most valued information would be “if the truck 

driver sees me” and “my position”. The intentions about directions matter most when 

encountering a truck at an intersection. The information “distance I should keep from 

the truck” and “braking distance of the truck” were considered as least important in all 

the situations, same for the speed of the truck. 

Normally, car drivers try to avoid situations where they drive side by side with a truck, 

since it is the least pleasant position to be. In such situations, one car driver mentioned 

that he would like to know the contents of the truck, in case the truck was carrying 

objects like long logs with a possibility to fall out of the trailer. While the truck drivers 

would like to show the contents when they are empty and more agile than normal. In 

roundabouts, car drivers tend to slow down to wait until the truck goes out, instead of 

being by the side of it. When stuck in traffic queues, they are always planning to cut 

into the space ahead of the truck, which, according to the truck drivers, is quite 

annoying and dangerous. 

According to the car drivers, truck drivers do not often make direct overtakes and 

change lanes afterwards. Instead, they convey this information by driving the truck 

closely behind the front car and forcing it to change lanes first. 

Motorcyclists (including Moped riders over 25 km/h, under 45 km/h) 

Same as car drivers, motorcyclists also rely a lot on the direction indicators. Eye 

contact is used more often than car drivers, when the motorcyclist is facing the truck. 

Although it is difficult for motorcyclists to get eye contact as well, as a result of the 

motorcyclist’s helmet and the truck drive’s high position. 

The motorcyclists care about the truck drivers’ speed intentions when encountering in 

roundabouts. The direction intentions of both the truck drivers and the motorcyclists 

were rated as very important for all three situations, and are communicated by the 

direction indicators. It was indicated by one of the motorcyclists that it is hard to 

adjust the direction indicators when both hands are busy steering through a 



roundabout. 

Motorcyclists avoid riding beside a truck in traffic queues as much as possible. They 

are worried of being neglected by the truck driver because of their small body and 

lower noises compared to the truck. Therefore, they are actively seeking for a chance 

to pass the truck if there is enough space in the front. 

Different from car drivers, the motorcyclists regard the speed and speed intentions of 

the truck as very important. However, they neglect the importance of the braking 

distance or the required distance to keep from the truck. 

Cyclists (including Moped riders under 25 km/h) 

Cyclists have a great bias towards the information “if the truck driver sees me”. The 

most important information they want to convey to the truck drivers is “my position”. 

To achieve these, they use eye contact quite often, mostly through the windows of the 

truck while seldom via the mirrors. Confirmation of road priority is needed and 

currently communicated by possible hand gestures and nodding. 

A truck making a turn by the side makes cyclists feel helpless and incapable. As a 

result, they want to be sure that the driver sees them and keeps the distance. When it 

becomes dangerous, they will probably shout out or wave the arms to be seen and 

heard. 

Pedestrians 

Pedestrians are a lot similar to cyclists in the communication information and 

methods. In addition to the interests in the information “if the driver sees me” and “my 

position”, they also need to convey the information “if I see the truck” to the driver. 

They need extra confirmation to ensure the basis of the visual communication with 

truck drivers. 

Of all types of road users, pedestrians are the only ones that care about the distance to 

keep from the truck. They also feel the urge of shouting out when the truck is turning 

by the side, same as the cyclists. One participant mentioned hitting the body of the 

truck when feeling really insecure. However, it is really dangerous to be that closed to 

a truck in real traffic. 

General comments 

“The perfect communication with a truck would be like meeting another pedestrian.” 

In the open comments at the end of the survey, the other road users showed a bit 



distrust against the truck drivers. There exist bad impressions such as the truck drivers’ 

attention distracted by smart phones, that they talk too much on the phone, that the 

insufficient usage of the seat belt, and the uncertainty about their traffic sense. 

VRUs often feel small around a truck. The need for the information “if the truck 

driver sees me” appears in almost every comment from the other road users. Eye 

contact is the most desired, but difficult to achieve because of the high-up position of 

the truck driver, the reflective windows and truck drivers’ sun glasses. And it is 

particularly difficult when the other road user is beside the truck. 

The communication needs also concentrated in the areas of receiving the truck drivers’ 

intentions of speed changing and lane changing. When side by side with the truck, 

most road users wonder about the truck driver’s lane changing intention, and want it 

to be conveyed clearer than the current way with the direction indicators. When their 

paths interfering with the truck’s, there is a great need to get a more certain intention 

of the truck driver, if it is going to go first, or stop and wait. 

The ranking data shows that poor priority was put into understanding the features of a 

truck, such as the behavior of speeding up and braking, or the safe distance to keep. 

However, the VRUs showed certain need for such information in the open comments.  

 

  



 

  



4 ANALYSIS OF USER STUDIES 

The combination of the two sections of the user studies exposes a cognition gap 

between the two sides of the communication. The bad impressions exist in the 

perspectives from both sides. To summarize the findings from the user studies, 

personas were created, and critical situations and certain communication needs were 

dertermined. 

4.1 Personas 

As shown in Figure 15, personas of all types of road users including the truck drivers 

were created based on real-life observations and data analysis.  

 

Peter, truck driving for 15 years. Perfect eye sight, wearing 

sunglasses when it is sunny. Very sophisticated in traffic. 

Talks on handsfree mobile phones while driving. 

Sometimes worried about not catching up the tight 

schedule. 

 

Elizabeth, cyclist, thorough, careful, environment-caring. 

sometimes lifts an arm before turning, but not every time. 

Rides very fast to work every morning, stops and jumps off 

the bike when feeling uncertain. 

 

Elsa, pedestrian, happy and unrestrained, often walks with 

music in her ears, sometimes looks down to check the 

phone. 

 

Charlie, car driver, has been driving his first car for 3 years, 

feeling calm and secure in traffic, but anxious when it is 

crowded. Makes a lot of overtakes. 

 

Tom, motorcyclist, riding motorcycles for 5 years, enjoys 

the speed and freedom of going through traffic. 

Figure 15. Personas of five types of road users 



The personas were kept as a reminder and reference during concept design and 

development, and worked as specific figures in the final concepts. 

4.2 Communication information 

In order to map out the communication information transmitted from/to the truck 

driver to/from other road users, the communication needs were summarized into two 

categories, shown as affinity diagrams (Hugh Beyer, 2010) below in Figure 16a and 

Figure 16b. 

 

Figure 16(a). Information from the truck driver to other road users 

 

Figure 16(b). Information to the truck driver from other road-users 



Combined with the results from the user studies, the major needs lie in the 

information about rear wheels cutting corners when the truck turns (Ac2), and if the 

truck is stopped and waiting for the other road users to cross (Cb3). Meanwhile, the 

other road users are eager to let the truck driver know their positions (Da2, Da3, Da4, 

Da5) in certain situations. Other than communication in a visual or audio manner, 

many of these information needs are currently fulfilled in a subtle way, in which the 

truck driver has to be much patient and careful, while the other road users are used 

to “guessing” the truck driver’s intentions. 

The following phases of the project aimed to enhance the communication of the 

above-mentioned information mainly in a visual way, with the aid of audio or other 

perceptions if it is necessary. 

4.3 Critical traffic situations 

The following situations were considered as the most critical ones, which were 

extracted from both the co-rides and the survey, and analyzed with a holistic view. 

Overtaking a truck 

Car drivers and motorcyclists try to avoid being by the side of a truck, as shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Car and motorcycles intending to overtake the truck, and truck changing 

lanes after overtaking a car 

When they are already in such situations, they tend to get out by overtaking the truck. 

They are therefore curious about the truck driver’s direction, and if it is possible to 

pass to the front of the truck. The car driver or the motorcyclist would like to give out 

intentions about cutting in to the front and overtaking, and receive the truck driver’s 

response towards it. Currently, other than the direction indicators, there lacks methods 

to communicate that information. Accidents are highly likely to happen due to the 

truck driver’s limited vision at the front corner. Such accidents expose the inadequate 

sense of the distance to keep from the truck. And truck drivers ascribe it to the 

impatience and rudeness of other road users. 



Truck turning 

A truck turning at an intersection causes the most unpleasant and insecure feelings for 

cyclists and pedestrians, as shown in Figure 18. According to the Volvo Trucks 

Accident Research Team (2017), among accidents between trucks and VRUs, 20% 

happened when the truck was making a turn. 

  

Figure 18. A truck turns at an intersection, with VRUs on the passenger side 

Truck drivers have pointed out the problem of noticing objects via the rearview 

mirrors on the passenger side. In right-side driving traffics, when the truck turns to 

the right, it requires extra attention for the truck driver to notice VRUs from the 

right-side rearview mirrors, since they will be small, and a cyclist can be fast. 

Meanwhile, the driver is trying to take extra space to the front to decrease the 

off-tracking space of the rear wheels. 

It is also difficult for the VRUs to detect the driver’s turning behavior, especially 

when it is a fast cyclist. To prevent this situation from happening, the VRUs should 

stay behind the truck until it completes the turn. However, there is currently no aiding 

for the truck drivers to announce the occupied space.  

Crossing in front of the truck 

According to the Volvo Trucks Accident Research Team (2017), 30% of HGV-VRU 

accidents took place when the VRU, mostly a pedestrian, was trying to cross the road 

in front of the truck, as shown in Figure 19. 

  

Figure 19. VRU crossing in front of a truck 



One problem is that the VRU is distracted from the truck at the moment. Even if the 

VRU is concentrated, the communication with the truck driver is not easy because of 

the difficulties in getting eye contact. The truck drivers are eager for eye contact, 

while it is not easy for VRUs to see the driver. Both sides of the communication need 

more certainty in this situation. 

4.4 Summary 

The results from the user studies were used when developing possible concepts. The 

critical situations were summarized and combined into a focused situation, where 

the concepts were developed. 

The functions of the concepts are to fulfill some of the communication needs that 

were categorized in the affinity diagrams. During the process of concept 

development, the personas were kept as a reminder of the different types of road 

users from the user studies and planted into the concepts, ensuring the concept 

design to be user-centered. 

  



  



 

5 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 

The phase of concept development consists of two iterations, both of which includes 

users and professionals in the forms of workshop and user evaluation. Involving users 

in this phase has promoted the modifications on the concept towards the final one. 

5.1 Focused situation 

Based on the findings from the previous steps, the focused situation was determined 

to be as illustrated in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. The focused situation: truck turning, pedestrian crossing at an intersection 

A truck is going to turn at the intersection, with the red shading part showing the 

area that will be swept by the off-tracking rear wheels. There could be cyclists 

approaching from the back and pedestrians intending to cross in the front. 

The focused problems are the difficulties in communicating with crossing 

pedestrians and VRUs on the passenger side. 

5.2 Ideation 

A wide range of ideas were created during brainstorming. The concepts were later 

selected and specified towards the focused situation and the related communication 

needs. 



Blind spots sticker 

To remind the road users beside the truck that they are possibly out of the truck 

driver’s vision, the blind-spots-warning sticker on the truck container has a specially 

manufactured surface, so as to reflect lights differently from different angles. The 

sticker becomes visible only when the other road users are in the truck drivers’ blind 

spots, to remind keeping enough distance from the truck, and if the road user is in a 

position difficult to be seen by the truck driver. 

 

Figure 21. Blind spots sticker 

Grille matrix 

To show the speed status and the truck driver’s speed intentions, this concept makes 

use of the grille area. The lighting pixels intend to clearly show the speed modes of the 

truck, speeding up, slowing down, or waiting. The grille matrix aims to convey the 

truck driver’s speed intentions clearly, and encourage related other road users to 

communicate traffic information actively with the driver. 

  

Figure 22. Grille matrix 



Projection and VRU-reminding sign 

According to the user studies and the affinity diagrams of communication needs, the 

problem of a turning truck is also critical. When the truck is going to turn, the red 

projection shows up on the ground, with the estimated swept area, a stop line and a 

timer to comfort the anxious VRUs besides. A small triangle shows up to remind the 

VRUs if there exists possible collision with oncoming vehicles after the truck leaves. 

Accordingly, a VRU-reminding sign lights up for the automobiles on the other side. 

 

Figure 23. Projection and VRU-reminding when the truck is turning 

HUD and Top-view display 

Critical information is conveyed to the truck driver by Head-up display and a 

top-view panel that presents the surroundings of the truck. 

\ 

Figure 24. HUD and top-view panel 

5.3 Workshop 

Employees working in the related areas within Volvo GTT were invited to a 

workshop to discuss about the concepts generated in the ideation phase and the 

priorities of the road users and communication information in the focused situation. 



 

Figure 25. People discussing the concepts 

Insights from the workshop 

According to the discussion results from the workshop, a new version of the focused 

situation was created, shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26. The focused situation modified 

The following modifications have been made: 

- Pedestrians could cross the road from different positions 

- There could be a motorcyclist threatened by the overhang of the truck 

- Encountering the car coming from the entered road 

The concepts then became further concentrated on communicating with the VRUs 

besides when the truck is turning and VRUs crossing in the front. 

A projection of zebra crossing in the front was brought up, to doubtlessly convey the 



truck drivers’ intentions of letting other people go first. 

It was preferred to minify the information elements in the projection of the turning 

truck. The projected pattern should focus on declaring the “forbidden area”, instead 

of giving the VRU too many messages that are comparatively less important. 

Head-up display was regarded as prioritized than head-down display, which located 

inside the cockpit and demands the driver looking down from the windows, because 

of head-up display has the capability of presenting critical information to the truck 

driver in an unobtrusive way without the driver having to look down from the road. 

The blind spots sticker was considered as hard to compute and manufacture. 

According to the background study, most blind spots are able to be covered by the 

mirrors around the cab. The purpose of reminding other road users to keep enough 

distance from the truck can also be accomplished through a more straightforward 

and less misleading way. 

5.4 Further development 

After the workshop, information was selected and presented to form the elements of 

the final concept. The concepts were aimed at a truck approaching an intersection 

with pedestrians seem to cross, and the truck planning to turn right. Combined with 

results from the user studies, VRUs became the focused road users in the concepts. 

Grille Matrix 

The front grille matrix presents several moving patterns showing the truck driver’s 

speed intention, as shown in Figure 27. 

   

Flowing pattern shows truck 

speeding up 

Flowing pattern shows truck 

slowing down 

Flowing pattern shows truck 

stopping and waiting 

Figure 27. Moving patterns presented by the Grille Matrix 



Zebra crossing projection 

After the truck has stopped, the truck driver has confirmed the other road users’ 

priority to cross. To efficiently convey that intention of the driver, a projection of 

zebra crossing appears in the front. The zebra crossing projection should be 

manually triggered, making sure that this information comes directly from the 

person driving the truck. 

 

Figure 28. Zebra crossing projection triggered by the driver 

Projection for a turning truck 

The projection areas present three parts, the area besides with the risk to be swept by 

the off-tracking rear wheels, the overhang on the other side, and the path of the front 

wheels, as illustrated in Figure 29. To clearly notify other road users that the truck is 

about to turn, the projection starts with several blinks before it turns solid 

afterwards. 

 

Figure 29. Projection for a turning truck 



When the VRU is getting too close into the projected area, the projection should be 

able to interact with the VRU in the forms of color changing or animation. The 

forms of the interaction could depend on how critical the situation is, as shown in 

Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30. Interactive projection when VRU approaches and enters the area 

HUD 

Head-up display is applied to assist the driver with necessary reminders. The 

possible contents to be head-up displayed were evaluated with truck drivers, as 

explained in Chapter 5.5. 

 

Figure 31. Contents that could be displayed 

5.5 User feedbacks 

Interviews were implemented with 2 truck drivers and several other road users to 

ensure that the design elements were easy to interpret without any misunderstanding. 

The concepts were shown to the subjects in the form of pictures, short videos and 

GIFs. 

Several subjects experienced difficulties understanding the meaning of the flowing 



patterns in the grille matrix. It became more obvious and easier to interpret after the 

patterns got embedded into a video with a holistic view. Several subjects doubted the 

necessity of showing the speed status, saying that they were used to judging the 

drivers’ speed intentions by the moving vehicles themselves. 

A crucial problem for the zebra crossing projection was that there might be vehicles 

passing by from the other side of the truck, and had possible conflicts with the VRU 

going on the projected zebra crossing. It then led to the discussion of the role of a 

truck in traffic. Other road users were assumed to be following the rules and taking 

care of themselves. Truck drivers have certainly no interest in taking responsibilities 

out of their own range. 

When the truck is about to make a right turn, truck drivers tend to pay most of their 

attention to the passenger side, where major problems with VRUs exists. The 

interactive features of the projection were simplified according to feedbacks from 

the other road users. 

Truck drivers gave positive reflections towards the HUD elements, saying that it was 

a good way to receive information and concentrate on driving at the same time. The 

signs without texts were preferred. However, one of the drivers reflected that the 

patterns could be mixed up with the traffic signs on the road. 

5.6 Conclusions from concept development 

During the phase of concept development, the concepts of blind spots sticker, grille 

matrix, projection & VRU-reminding sign, and HUD & Top-view display were 

generated. The blind spots sticker was later taken out with a re-assessment of the 

critical situation and the user needs, also because of the difficulty of its 

manufacturing and computing. 

The focus of the concept development then became to showing speed intentions of 

the truck and the projection of a turning truck. Both of these concepts were further 

developed and discussed with users. These two concepts were then generated into 

the final concepts. 

The HUD concept was reduced into an assisting feature of the final concepts. Even 

if the HUD technology was still a bit futuristic and needs a holistic and systematic 

design, the display method was kept because of its convenience in getting 

information and the truck drivers’ positive feedbacks. The specific image that would 

be head-up displayed remained to be further developed. 

  



6 FINAL CONCEPTS 

Two concepts were developed and finalized. These two concepts work together 

simultaneously to fulfill the major communication needs in the focused situation. 

6.1 Concept A 

Consisting of lighting animations in the front grille and a projection of a zebra 

crossing, concept A enhances the communication between the truck driver and the 

VRU at the intersection. 

The lighting animations on the truck shows the speed increasing, decreasing or 

completely stopped. It is activated when the speed variation reaches a certain degree, 

clearly showing the speed status to the road users facing the truck, especially to 

VRU who is showing an intention to cross. 

When a truck is approaching an intersection, it starts to decelerate after the driver 

engages the brake. The deceleration animation gets activated at a certain point with 

the lighting patterns gradually flowing down. 

 

Figure 32. Lighting animation flowing down to show the truck decelerating 

After the truck has reached a complete stop, the animation changes to the “idle” 

mode, with lightings flowing horizontally from the sides to the middle. 

 



 

Figure 33. Lighting animation flowing horizontally to show a complete stop 

To fully convey the truck driver’s intentions to the VRUs at the intersection, the 

driver has the option to manually trigger the zebra crossing projection to the front. 

Once triggered, the projection gradually extends forwards, and starts scrolling to 

invite the VRU to go first. 

 

Figure 34. Zebra crossing projection starting 

The moment other vehicles are detected passing on the driver side, the zebra 

crossing stops scrolling and starts to blink, with the color changing to orange, and a 

thick stop line shows up at the end of the projection. 

 

Figure 35. Warning the VRU about other vehicles on the driver side 

After the VRU has safely crossed the road, the communication is completed. Once 

the driver starts the truck, the projection is terminated and the lighting animation in 

the grille starts flowing up to show the truck accelerating, until it reaches a stable 



driving speed. In this way, other road users are waiting safely instead of rashly 

crossing until the truck leaves the intersection. 

 

Figure 36. Lighting animation flowing up to show the truck starting 

The overview of the above process is shown in the illustration in Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37. The working process of Concept A 

6.1.1 Concept A for Peter and Elsa 

With Concept A, Peter, the truck driver, and Elsa, the pedestrian are no longer 

confused about who is stopping and who is crossing. The front grille and the zebra 

crossing projection work as a friendly bridge between the two sides of the 

communication. The approaching truck can easily invite Elsa into the 

communication even if she is lost in her music. Peter does not need to worry about 

his gestures and intentions not being interpreted by Elsa. It sure shortens Elsa’s time 

on hesitating. She can quickly decide to wait or to go forward. The communication 

becomes safe and efficient. 



6.2 Concept B 

Truck drivers are used to turning on the direction indicators long before the actual 

turn. During the turn, the truck driver copes with the rear part off-tracking and 

difficulties in viewing objects in the rearview mirrors, in the meantime minds for the 

oncoming vehicles from the entered road. 

Concept B projects a big area on the passenger side and the rear part to announce the 

needed space for turning, and a triangle behind to remind of the overhang, as shown 

in Figure 38. Based on finding from background study and the user-involved steps, 

the side projection was set to be the whole area by the right side of the truck, instead 

of precisely following the off-tracking path that the rear wheels would take. This is 

to ensure the efficiency and safety of the working system and the turn for the driver. 

 

Figure 38. Projection areas 

Different responses are provided according to the cruciality of different triggers. 

Outside the truck to other road users, the major projection on the passenger side 

interacts with critical road users in the form of blinking. On the truck windows to the 

driver, head-up display and audio notifications are presented to remind if a related 

road user is there. Auto-brake is introduced for emergency situations. 

Critical road users on the passenger side of a turning truck are divided into three 

types, and classified into three levels with level 3 being the most critical: 

Level 1.  A slow road user inside the projection area 

Level 2.  A fast road user approaching the projection area 

Level 3.  A road user inside the dangerous area of the projection 



 

Figure 39. Divided distances from the truck 

The projections are triggered by the driver turning on the direction indicators. 

Before the truck actually starts to turn, the major projection only interacts by 

blinking when Level 2 occurs. A visual information is provided for the truck driver 

on the front window when any of the three types of situation occurs, as shown in 

Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40. Head-up displayed info when critical situations occur before the turn 

After the truck starts to turn, Level 1 will result in the projection blinking, and Level 

2 will trigger the truck to automatically brake. Inside the cab, visual information on 

the side window is provided when any of the critical situations occurs, as shown in 

Figure 41. When Level 1-a occurs, an audio information will be presented to the 

truck driver. 



 

Figure 41. Head-up displayed info when critical situations occur after the truck starts 

to turn 

The overall information levels and structures are illustrated in Figure 42. 

 

 

Figure 42(a). Working structure before the truck starts to turn 

 

Figure 42(b). Working structure after the truck starts to turn 

6.2.1 Concept B for Peter, Elizabeth, Elsa and Tom 

Peter always has to take extra care of the passenger side via the rearview mirrors 

when he is about to turn right. Checking for cyclists on a high speed and VRUs too 



close when the truck is turning is never easy for Peter. With Concept B, once he 

decides to turn right and turns on the direction indicators, the occurrence of fast 

cyclists and pedestrians on the passenger side will be shown right on the window, a 

bit lower than his eye-sight so that he can get the information with look away from 

the current focused area of road. The elegant audio information works in the similar 

way. And the autobrake provides more safe feelings to Peter. 

Elizabeth, our cyclist, is often annoyed when she has to get very closed to a turning 

truck. With the interactive turning projection on the ground, it is clearly shown for 

her that the truck is about to turn and how much distance to be kept. Even when she 

accidentally gets too closed, the truck will automatically stop. 

Similar to Elizabeth, Elsa successfully avoids the situation where she gets too closed 

to a turning truck, when she is trying to cross at an intersection. 

Tom, the motorcyclist, no longer feels threatened by the overhang of a turning truck. 

The triangular projection clearly tells him about the turning truck and the safe 

distance to keep. He is also more prepared for the traffic after the truck leaves the 

intersection. 

6.3 Technical solutions and tendencies 

This section lists and explains the technologies needed to realize the features of the 

two concepts. 

There are features of Concept A and Concept B that needs supporting technologies. 

The features discussed in this section are listed below: 

- Lighting animations in the front grille 

- Projections (front zebra-crossing, projections on the passenger side and rear 

end) 

- Vehicle detection & VRU detection (including speed, distance) 

- HUD 

Programmed LED dot-matrix 

The lighting animations inside the front grille could be implemented via LED (Light 

Emitting Diode) dot-matrix (Dogan Ibrahim, 2012) placed behind the grille, with 

each LED visible through a grid mesh. The entire LED dot-matrix could be 

controlled by circuit systems, such as the Arduino (James A. Langbridge, 2015) and 

many other microcontrollers. In Concept A, the LED dot-matrix is controlled by 

circuit systems to present real-time speed variation of the truck. The LED dot-matrix 

board is placed behind the grille, with a certain gap left in between to avoid 

influences on the function of heat radiation of the grille. 



This solution of the lighting animation is cheap and easy to realize, therefore it 

provides a short cut to fulfill the design concept. It is also possible to be designed 

space-efficient, with no need to change the layout of the current grille design. 

One of the weak points of the solution is the low resolution, which limits the system 

from further development if complex patterns and animation are required. The 

placement and shape design of the lighting animation system also relies highly on 

the design of the front grille. 

Laser projectors 

Compared to conventional light sources, the laser is a source of highly directional, 

monochromatic light (Charles E. Baker, 1968). With the advantages of high power 

efficiency, high brightness, and the downsized compact systems, laser projectors are 

expected to bring big displays anywhere and anytime (Kazuhisa Yamamoto, 2012). 

The requirement on brightness relates to the ambient light condition, the screen size 

and the throw distance. The brightness of current commercial projectors ranges 

approximately from 1,000 to 4,000 lumens for indoor usage. Multiple lasers could 

be efficiently combined to achieve a brightness of over 5,000 lumens. For example, 

Michihiro Okuda et.al. (2010) have developed an optical system containing three 

laser rods, reaching a high brightness of 7,000 lumens for an image size of 100~150 

inches, which works pretty well in bright daylight. 

However, it is still difficult to view the projections under strong sunlight. It is 

estimated that the ideal implementation of the projection in Concept A and Concept 

B would need over 10,000 lumens of the projector brightness, which is not a 

practical goal. On the other hand, the large projection areas in the concepts could be 

covered by multiple projection systems working coordinately. 

Lasers are also being introduced into vehicle headlights. For example, the BMW 

Group has been considering laser beam headlights since 2011 (BMW Group, 2011). 

The complete eye safety is guaranteed by the interior processing devices. 

Fusion of sensors are also widely utilized, where different types of sensors cooperate 

in one system, verifying each other. 

Vehicle detection & VRU detection 

Vehicle detection is used in many aspects of transportation. Sensors in vehicle 

detection can be classified into two main categories: active and passive. Sensors that 

emit signals and measure the reflected signals are regarded as active, such as 

radar-based, laser or lidar based. Passive sensors collect information in a 

nonintrusive way, including acoustic and optical (camera) sensors.  



The main advantage of active sensors is that some specific quantities (e.g., relative 

speed, distance etc.) can be measured without any powerful computations. Also, 

they are robust under rainy and foggy conditions, and are not limited by the ambient 

light conditions. Radar based systems can cover the detection range of 

approximately 150 meters. Lidars are generally less expensive and have a relatively 

shorter range (Zehang Sun, G. Bebis and R. Miller, 2006). The possible drawbacks of 

active sensors are the slow scanning speed and low spatial resolution. Also, the 

active sensors carried by multiple vehicles may interfere each other (A. Mukhtar, L. 

Xia and T. B. Tang, 2015).  

Optical sensors (cameras) can be combined to cover full 360 degrees view with high 

performance and low cost. However, they are not as robust as active sensors and 

require more complicated image processing algorithms and higher computational 

resources. 

The VRU detection uses same sensors as those for vehicles. Many attempts to VRU 

tracking have relied on radar and video-based CCTV systems. E. Moxey et. al. 

(2004) have used a combination of short-range radar and passive infrared sensors to 

achieve VRU detection and tracking.  

A simple and economical prototype, “Life Sticker”, was proposed by Semcon 

(https://semcon.com/lifesticker/). Bluetooth was utilized to collect the vibration data 

from the road and detect approaching cyclists. 

HUD 

A HUD system is proposed as a mean for projecting information directly into a 

human’s visual field, and its functional principle is based on optical rules, where an 

image is projected onto a glass window and is partially reflected. The current 

importance of HUD researches is highly related to driver interfaces and driver 

behavior analyses (Betancur, J.A. et al., 2018). 

Paul L. Wisely (2006) has listed and discussed technologies for image source and 

illumination source in head-up display systems. Silviu Pala (2012) has discussed the 

challenges and potential solutions such as a wedged windshield, RGB lasers 

combined with MEMS micro mirrors. 

Ted X. Sun (2015) has developed a full-windshield head-up display based on 

emissive projection display technology, with fluorescent material applied onto the 

glass panel and activated by a UV image projector. 

Other than a full-windshield solution, a limited size of transparent display is enough 

and works better for the assistance in Concept B, with fluorescent material 

embedded in the relevant areas on the windshields. With the trend of head-up 

display and augmented reality, larger display area and full-windshield display might 

be required. 

https://semcon.com/lifesticker/


Camera Monitor Systems (CMS) 

As a deduction, Concept B has an influence of reducing the truck driver’s relying on 

rearview mirrors. Concept A also discusses detection of other road users without the 

involvement of drivers. Instead of checking for people and vehicles by the human 

eyes via the mirrors, there is a significant trend of Camera Monitor Systems. 

Replacing all the mirrors around the truck cab, drivers’ awareness of objects in the 

direct-vision blind spots then depends totally on CMS. The information collected by 

CMS would be filtered and presented to the driver. Meanwhile, the other road users 

no longer check for the truck driver via the truck mirrors, which is something they 

do not usually do today, according to the user studies of this project. 

 

  



7 DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter discusses the process, the methods implemented and the final concepts 

of the project. 

7.1 Discussion about user studies 

As stated in the research questions, the user studies in this project aimed to 

investigate the critical situations and the communication needs for truck drivers. 

Since the visual communication takes both sides, it is inevitable to involve other 

road users. 

The ideal process would be holding two parts of user studies, with the mainly 

focused topic either on critical situations selection or on communication needs 

spotting, with truck drivers and other road users both involved. The analysis should 

include both qualitive methods and quantitative methods for each part. However, the 

preparation of user studies took huge workload, including reaching to truck drivers 

from different companies in the market and designing a survey with much 

information to different kinds of other road users. It was difficult to arrange the 

process ideally in reality. 

Co-rides 

The truck drivers in the co-rides were randomly found in the market from several 

companies of the plenty of contacted ones. The study results from the co-rides are 

highly dependent on the responding companies and the types of working contents of 

the investigated truck drivers. The obtained information shows a great tilt towards 

traffic issues, with only a small portion about the construction sites and goods 

terminals. The focused area was therefore determined in traffic situations after the 

co-rides. 

On the other hand, the random selections of truck drivers benefit the preciseness and 

independence of the user studies, compared to truck drivers who have experienced 

regular interviews and observations many times. 

The limitations of the observations and interviews are general. Nevertheless, the 

plenty of time for each co-ride ensures an easy atmosphere for the drivers to drive in 

their common status. 



Discussion about the online survey 

The survey was designed and implemented with the aim to spot the critical 

situations and user needs from the other road users’ perspectives, based on the 

information gained from the truck drivers. Containing 14 situations for 4 types of 

other road users, the survey ended to be huge. It was complained by several 

respondents that the survey asked too many questions repeatedly, which makes it 

tedious to finish and therefore difficult to get responses enough to show significant 

results in a short time. 

The good point is the substantial results provided by the survey. With the data 

supporting, and plenty of opinions generously shared by the respondents in the open 

questions, it is relatively easy to get validate results about the critical situations 

selection and user needs spotting. 

7.2 Discussion about final concepts 

The final concepts were raised up from user studies with truck drivers and other road 

users, and the workshop and evaluation with employees inside the company. The 

concepts work within a thorough and substantial structure, with a logically designed 

workflow. Information inside the cab was carefully put to avoid distracting drivers’ 

attention and adding extra workload. The major design elements in the concepts 

have been validated by user tests and evaluations. the final concepts have not been 

prototyped and tested in a holistic way. It is important to evaluate users’ reactions to 

the designed concepts. Additionally, there leaves future work to do, and possible 

solutions that are not visual-related to complete the overall communication system. 

Concept A 

As spotted in the user tests, truck drivers have no intentions to take extra 

responsibilities in traffic, and therefore hesitate to activate the front projection of 

zebra-crossing. The current solution for vehicles coming on the next lane uses 

vehicle detection and projection changing to warn the pedestrian. Another solution 

would be placing an orange stopping line fixed at the end of the projected 

zebra-crossing. In this way, pedestrians are warned to stop and watch out for 

vehicles that possibly driving by on the next lane. 

The truck drivers’ operation of activating the front zebra-crossing projection has not 

been designed and developed yet. One efficient way is to capture the driver’s 

waving gesture when stopping, which is the common gesture that the drivers do in 

today’s traffic. Since the gesture capturing system is more expensive and difficult to 

be reliable, and the zebra-crossing projection is critical information that relates to 



pedestrian safety, the safe way is to set a button for the activation of the 

zebra-crossing projection. However, this solution adds up to drivers’ workload. 

Concept B 

Concept B mainly enhances the communication between truck drivers and VRUs 

when the truck is turning to the passenger side. It is also potential to be utilized 

when the truck is turning to the driver’s side, to show the direction intention more 

obviously to the road users on the rear left side. 

The use of HUD 

The HUD involved in the final concept (Concept B) is a simpler and modified 

feature than the generally known HUD technology. In spite of the discussion about 

its feasibility and necessity (compared to a fixed LED), it is still kept as part of the 

design. Different from a fixed LED, the head-up displayed signal aims to show up 

right below the driver’s eye level, therefore keeps the current driver attention 

allocation as much as possible. 

It also has the potential of being combined with the eye-tracking technology and 

showing different images in different positions to better fulfill the demands of the 

concepts in the future. 

7.3 Discussion about user tests 

Both concepts are still just evaluated from images and animations. It is valuable to 

have a working prototype made and tested, in order to see how they work in real life 

with noninitiated users. This is, however, outside the scope of this thesis project due 

to the limited time and workload. 

  



 

  



8 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the thesis project was to investigate the communication needs of 

truck drivers in certain situations, and design concepts to fulfill those needs to get a 

safe and efficient communication. 

After the implementation and analysis of user studies, the critical situation was 

defined as a truck approaching and about to turn right at an intersection, with 

pedestrians and cyclists intending to cross the road. The speed status of the truck, the 

speed intentions and the required distance to keep from the truck were spotted as the 

major information needs suitable to be communicated visually. 

The study and investigation led to two final concepts working together in the critical 

situation, enhancing the communication between truck drivers and mainly VRUs, 

with the aid of currently available technologies, such as programmed LED matrix, 

and technologies with big potential in the near future, such as HUD, vehicle & VRU 

detection. 
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Appendix A. Interview Questions 

Name 

Age 

Gender 

Height 

Glasses while driving 

Trucking experience 

Trucking frequency 

Type of license 

Type of truck 

 

1. Var kör du mestadels? I stadsmiljö? Vägarbetsområden? Beskriv områdena du 

ofta kör i. Vad tänker du om skillnaderna mellan dessa områden? 

Where do you usually drive? In the city? In construction sites? Describe a bit 

about these places. How do you think of the difference? 

 

2. Hur skulle du beskriva medtrafikanterna, såsom fotgängare, cyklister, mc-förare, 

bilförare. Vad skulle du vilja säga om dem? 

How do you describe other vehicles/people on the road, such as the 

pedestrians, bikes, motorcycles, cars, what would you say about them?  

(Can be asked separately. Let the interviewee describe each kind of road 

users specifically.) 

(It would be nice if they talk a lot, if they don’t, ask questions like “does it 

seem like they are following rules?”, “would you rather say they are cautious 

or go recklessly?”) 

 

3. Som lastbilschaufför, vilken/vilka situationer anser du som mest “farlig(a)”? 

Varför? 

As a truck driver, which kind of situations would you consider as the most 

“dangerous” kind? Why? 

 

4. Hur kommunicerar du som lastbilsförare med andra vägtrafikanter? Förklara 

How do you, as a truck driver, communicate with the fellow road-users? 

Explain 



 

5. Tycker du att kommunikationen fungerar bra? Varför/varför inte? 

Do you think the communication works well? Why/why not? 

 

6. Anser du att kommunikationen du använder är tillräcklig? Varför/varför inte? 

Do you feel that the communication you use is enough? Why/why not? 

 

7. Vad tycker du om den visuella kommunikationen med omgivningen när du kör 

lastbil? Med medtrafikanter? Oskyddade trafikanter? Vid vägarbeten? 

What do you think about the visual communication with the surroundings 

when you drive your truck? With fellow road-users? Pedestrians? In 

construction sites? 

 

8. Använder du dig av annan typ av transport, tex bil, cykel…? Hur uppfattar du 

kommunikationen i det läget, när du inte kör lastbil? Tror du att ditt yrke som 

lastbilschaufför har någon effekt på dig själv som skiljer sig från andra 

medtrafikanter? 

Normally, do you take other transportation on the road? How’s the feeling, 

when you are not driving a truck. Do you think your occupation as a truck 

driver has any effect on yourself which differs you from normal 

people/drivers? 

 

9. Vad skulle du vilja ha, för att öka den visuella kommunikationen, om allting var 

möjligt? 

What would you want, in order to increase the visual communication, if 

anything was possible?  

 

10. Har du tillgång till tekniska hjälpmedel i lastbilen? Vilka? Använder du dig av 

dem? 

Do you have access to technical aids in the truck? Which ones? Do you use 

them? 

 

11. Finns det situationer då du känner att du inte kan se tillräckligt? Förklara 

Are there any situations where you feel you don’t see enough? Explain 

 

12. Finns det situationer då du känner att du får för mycket information? När? 

Förklara 



 Are there situations where you feel you get too much information? When? 

Explain 

 

13. Har du, eller någon du känner, varit med om en trafikolycka involverande en 

lastbil? Om ja, förklara vad som hände 

Have you, or someone you know, been in a traffic accident involving a truck? 

If yes, explain what happened 

  



  



 

Appendix B – Four Interview Notes 

Driver 1 

Age 25~30 

Height 165~170 cm 

Gender male 

Glasses while driving no 

How often drive a truck Mon – Fri, every week 

How long been a truck driver 7 yrs 

License CE 

Km/y 32200 

Normal type of truck Low tractor, container 

Job description 

Package delivery for individuals and companies 

Typical day as a truck driver: 

Load the truck as quickly as possible in the morning before 9, 

Have a cup of warm coffee before heading the road, 

Driving to different delivery spots, 



Have lunch,>= 45min (according to law), < 60min (for the company) 

 

Would call colleges to help each other with the delivery if necessary 

 

Most difficult thing as a truck driver: 

is to become one, 

because it’s really not so easy to maneuver a truck other than normal passenger cars. 

You have to keep in mind about the blind spots, gravity, braking distance, height of 

truck. 

You have to plan way ahead of time. 

 

But now I just take care of these things unconsciously. 

 

 

Construction site: 

Have to be more careful for something dropping down, or nails coming up from the 

ground 

Other road-users: 

Car drivers 

● too stressed out, can be too fast and in a hurry 

● overtake on the bus lane 

● very unfriendly when overtaken, they speed up to keep up with the truck when 

overtaken, instead of cooperating the truck’s overtaking 

 (in 50km/h zone, the car drives 40, and when I try to overtake, the driver 

always chooses to speed up to keep up with me) 

● every car driver should learn a bit about truck driving before they get on the 

road, they should know what it is like on a truck 

bicycles 



● They think they are pedestrians, but they are not, they just go before the truck 

goes, as pedestrians are allowed to do. 

● 1% of cyclists show their arms when turning 

● actually they are very vulnerable 

pedestrians 

● I try to seek eye contact from them 

● I can tell from their eyes about their next move 

● but sometimes they can be too hesitate, or sometimes they are talking on the 

phone, then the eyes show nothing about their next move 

 

Dangerous situations 

1. When I have to pull off the road and get out from the driver’s side to do the 

delivery work, the cars just pass by me on a really high speed. I don’t feel 

enough respect. 

2. When I pull off the road after a turning corner, where I have to do the delivery 

work, the cars just turn the corner really fast, and when they find me, there will 

be a sudden brake of them, only after which, they are able to adjust the 

direction and keep moving. This is really dangerous. 

3. I check for underneath the truck every time before I start the car when I park 

near the school’s area. Because the kids might be under the truck playing hide 

and see. I have talked to the schools’ offices about this, and obviously they’ve 

done some education. Things get much better after then. But I keep checking. 

 

A truck driver needs to plan far more ahead than a car driver. When you drive a car, 

you only think of things that might happen several meters ahead of you, but I always 

consider for the next intersection. 

 

I always scan the road with my eyes, from left to right, right to left, and keep checking 

all the mirrors. 

 



imagination for better truck 

● transparent pillar 

● stoke lights at the front & behind of the truck, those rotate lights on the police 

and garbage car 

● a window on the lower end of the passenger door, so that I can see bikes and 

passengers with the ambient sight, instead of having to turn and look in the 

mirror 

● a window behind the passenger seat, to cover up the big blind spot over there. 

It would be helpful when turning 

  



Driver 2 

Age 55~60 

Height > 180 cm 

Gender male 

Glasses while driving No or sunglasses 

How often drive a truck 10 hr/d, 4 d/w 

How long been a truck driver 25 yrs 

License All kinds of license 

Km/y 200,000 

Normal type of truck with a rear window, useful when there’s no 

container behind 

 

Job description 

Pick up big containers to certain places and empty them 

Most difficult thing as a truck driver: 

● The small cars and buses think they own the town. 

● There are many blind spots around a truck. 

○ The mirrors are too big, obscuring a lot of vision area. The gaps 

between mirrors and the truck are too small. 

○ Big mirrors cover the visibility of cars when truck entering the main 

road 



● Planning ahead. Also plans ahead when riding motorcycle. Always guesses 

right when other road users are going to break rules 

 

Construction site: 

● The roads can be really narrow. There are too many construction 

materials/trucks/cranes in the way, pointing to all different directions 

○ Need to get out of the truck and talk to other people to find out where 

the containers are 

● Love changing between city roads and construction sites, to enjoy different 

views. 

Other road users: 

● Bikes can be in the car lane 

● Pedestrians behave well, but not in the crowded areas 

● Bus drivers overtake even when they are not allowed to (on the road of 

70-80km/h) 

Dangerous situations 

● Pedestrians with headphones and cell phones 

● Pedestrians who don’t go on the zebra crossings 

● Car drivers texting, talking on the phone, cross the lanes randomly 

Assumption 

● Good to have those blind spots light in the side mirror to alert there’s 

something in the blind spots 

Tech aids 

Got shocked the first time when the auto braking got triggered on. 



Observations: 

● Sit up to check the car in the front when reversing 

● A line of children going cross the road, many of them had eye contact with the 

driver and waved to him 

● Look back in the rear window to check right behind side of pedestrians 

  



Driver 3 

Age 50~55 

Height > 180 cm 

Gender male 

Glasses while driving no 

How often drive a truck 4 d/w 

How long been a truck driver Since 1984 

License C 

Normal type of truck Low tractor, container 

Job description 

Go to all the garbage cans around living areas to empty them, with a jack on the truck. 

Then empty the big rear container in landfill. 

Normally drives inside the city area. 

Most difficult thing as a truck driver: 

● The back wheels come a bit inside when turning. Need to be taken care of by 

keeping checking in the mirror, and turn in a bigger radius of circle. 

● Experiences to tell to the young drivers: To see the things which need to be 

noticed. To plan ahead. 

○ Keep in mind that there might come a kid running across the road, 

even you haven’t see one yet. 



Other road users: 

● Bikes and pedestrians, behave well when not in the downtown area. 

● People can be in a totally different world when they are on the phone, or 

wearing headphones. 

 

Dangerous situations 

● There’s big chance that a car would break the rule and try to cut in front of red 

lights. 

● The problem is that there are too many cars on the road. I hate waiting in a line 

to move. I’m also in a hurry to finish the tasks that the company wants me to 

complete. 

Two kinds of typical everyday accidents 

1. When the truck wants to get closer to the front vehicle in line, there’s a car by 

the side trying to cut in. The car driver tends to think he can cut in, because 

they always assume the truck to be heavy and slow. The fact is, sometimes a 

truck is NOT SO slow as people think it is. 

a. Conclusion: It is good to show whether the truck is empty (fast) or 

heavily loaded (slow). 

b. “The cars, I wish they cut in just in front of me without any light 

signals, so that I can press the horn really hard on them!” 

2. When a truck tries to change to the right lane, the driver needs to pay full 

attention because there’s a big blind spot in the right behind side. But some 

drivers fail to pay enough attention. 

a. Possible reason: The driver’s inattention is the main reason here. But 

the right below mirror may not be efficient enough. It needs extra 

effort to take care of the right behind side. 

 

See too much? See not enough? 

“I see enough because I have learned in these many years.” 



There are too many signs on the road. Unnecessary. Sometimes superfluous. 

Feel the need to tell more about the truck’s move to other road 

users? 

● People know mostly about the truck. The most dangerous thing is a phone in 

the car. 

○ Sweden is one of those few countries where you are allowed to use the 

phone while driving. Something needs to be done about this. 

○ One stare into the phone and your vehicle goes forward by 30 m. A lot 

of things can happen in those 30 m. 

Communication with cyclists 

They do have the rights to take the road. But they should look out more, to make sure 

the truck driver has seen them. Sometimes I intentionally/deliberately/ go a little bit 

over the line, just to give them a warning. 

 

 

Observation: 

● Well-behaved cyclists: pass the cross in the right timing; put up thank-you 

gesture when the truck waits for him riding across. 

● Checks really carefully for the left & right mirrors when entering the main 

road, also checks on every turning. 

● Focuses on one side of mirrors when going pass slightly turning roads. 

● Bikes in the motor vehicles’ lane 

  



Driver 4 

Age 45~50 

Height 175~180 cm 

Gender male 

Glasses while driving No or sunglasses 

How often drive a truck 8hr/d, 5d/w 

How long been a truck driver 2yrs 

License CE 

Km/y 42,560 

Normal type of truck Robust tractor with a container 

Job description 

Driving around a construction site, transporting materials, sometimes transferring big 

machines out to the city. 

Construction site: 

The construction site where Rickard works is quite wide and broad. It has more space 

comparing to city roads with tight traffics. 

Most difficult thing as a truck driver: 

Passenger cars don’t understand the weight, braking distance of trucks. 



Other road users: 

● The cyclists are the worst. They think they are immortal. 

● Motorcycles and cars are more careful than bikes, because they know they are 

operating a vehicle. 

● Pedestrians are good. 

Dangerous situations 

When the traffic is too crowded. 

Influences from driving a truck 

Rickard also drives a car. While driving the car, he gives the truck drivers more space 

to react and he tries to communicate more information to them. 

Way of communication 

● Eye contact 

● Plan ahead: sometimes see through the windows of a bus, or underneath 

among the wheels of the bus, to check if there’s pedestrian “hiding” behind 

the bus. 

● “The communications work well enough, if people take more time to slow 

down, and pay more attention to communicate with other road users.” 

Accidents 

● Many Polish long haul truck drivers use iPad for movies while driving 

● An accident happened to himself: when he was waiting in a line of vehicles 

and saving the space for the front car, a passenger car from the right front 

corner, which is a big blind spot, thought the saved space was for her, tried to 

cut in, and got hit. 

Tech Aids 

● One back camera 



● Considering having one more back camera on the top, to get a broader aerial 

view of the road. 

Observations 

● Curtains on both side windows, covering a small part of the windows 

● Ornaments in the shape of two big dice hanging in the windshield 

 

  



 

  



Appendix C. Survey Questionnaire 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

  



Appendix D. Survey Results 
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A3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
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A5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators (2) 

● If possible: eye contact 

● If the truck has planned to use both lanes at the same time… 

● Contents of the truck if it would fall on me 

● Some kind of signal or something like that, that shows that he/she has 

seen me 

 

A7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators 
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A9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● Signal 

● Honk if necessary/needed 

● Don’t ever use use gestures or eye contact via mirrors 

● Adapts my speed  

● Speed, I show that I want to make it easier for traffic 

● Have never seen the truck driver in this situation. Has to trust that the 

truck has chosen the right lane and uses its direction indicators before 

exiting the roundabout 
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Situation B – A possible lane changing 
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B5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators 

● If the truck sees some obstacles on the road in front and because of that 

changes lanes 

● Possible direction indicators 

● That the truck makes clear signs 
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B7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Blink with lights to show my presence and wish to overtake 

● Blink with lights to make the truck driver notice me 

 

B9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● Possible blink with high beam 

● High beam blink 
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Situation C – Traffic Jam 
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C5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● If the truck driver has a possibility to let me cut in front 

● No 

● If the truck driver can let me cut in front of him. 

 

C7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● No 

● That I want to go into the space ahead of the truck. 
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C9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● No 
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Situation D - Intersection 
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D5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● Blink with lights to let me come forward 

● No 
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D7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators 

● Possible direction indicators 

● No 

 

D9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● No 
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Motorcyclists 

Situation A - Roundabouts 
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A5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● Eye contact. Want to know if the vehicle is standing still. Direction 

indicators.  

● Eye contact and signal about planned next step 

● No 

● Direction indicators are important. If the truck driver “sees” me, I can’t 

trust that.  
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[Braking
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truck]

A4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 6 (the least 

important).
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truck coming]
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A6: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 6 (the least 
important).

1 2 3 4 5 6



● Direction indicators. Eye contact. 

● That I’m in the roundabout. Where I’m going to go 

● No 

 

A9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● Direction indicators. The truck driver sits high up and deep in the 

CAB, and has often toned glass. I have often helmet on, with a toned 

visor. Signal with direction indicators is important aids 

● Time is so short and to steer the motorcycle in a relative low speed in 

the roundabout almost requires both hands on the steering, so it is very 

difficult to communicate in other ways than via eye contact. The 

direction indicator is obviously supposed to be on before you enter the 

roundabout, IF possible.  
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[Using my
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[Look at truck's
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A8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.

1 2 3 4 5



 

Situation B – Traffic Jam 
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A10: In this situation, do you think the 
communication between you and the truck driver 

is enough today?
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B3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

B5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● If the truck driver wants to give me space to pass the truck 

● Most important is changing lanes or if the truck driver is going to 

change speed 

 

B7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● That I want to pass the truck if it is enough space 

● That I’m on the outside of the truck 
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sees me]

[Where the truck
plans to go]

[The distance I should
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wants to change
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B4: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 4 (the least 

important).
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B6: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 4 (the least 
important).

1 2 3 4



 

B9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● No 

● This is the most frightening situation of all, especially if you drive 

between two vehicles, because you can absolutely not be sure of that 

the truck driver see you on the motorcycle. Make yourself heard and 

seen is the most important thing, but it is very difficult when you have 

a big truck that makes more noise than your own motorcycle. 
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B8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.
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Situation C - Intersection 
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C2: How active/quiet are you feeling in the 
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C5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators. Eye contact. 

● No 
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driver sees me]
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[If the truck is
going to slow
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[Where the truck
plans to go]

C4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).

1 2 3 4 5



 

C7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Direction indicators and eye contact 

● No 

 

C9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 
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C6: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 4 (the least 
important).
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C8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.

1 2 3 4 5



 

Cyclist 

Situation A - Intersection 
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A3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

A5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● That the truck takes out the turn and keeps the distance 

● Swedish or foreign registered (trusts the swedish ones more) 

● Eye contact is essential 

● A wave to indicate I can continue 

 

A7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 
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A4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).
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A6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).

1 2 3 4 5



● Traffic lights if possible 

● I can wave them on and stop 

 

A9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● Show clearly that I have seen that the truck lets me pass by 

nodding/waving 

● I stop almost always when meeting a truck 

● I try to get in front rather than on the right side if possible 

● Wave driver on, forego my right of way 

● Get off the bike 

● Drives with the lights on even during daytime in traffic. 
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[Using my arms
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[Other gestures]

A8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.
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Situation B – Truck Turning 
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A10: In this situation, do you think the 
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is enough today?
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B1: How pleasant are you feeling in this 
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B2: How active/quiet are you feeling in the 
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B3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

B5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● That the truck driver is familiar with the traffic rules 

● That the truck keeps distances and don’t cut my way 

● That the truck takes out the turn and don’t cut the corner 

● Some way of knowing he/she will not turn in on me 

● Early indicator lights 

● If the truck driver has seen me and is planning to give me way or 

continue 
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[The truck's
current speed]
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should keep from

the truck]

B4: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).

1 2 3 4 5



 

B7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Show myself in the road in the truck driver's’ mirror 

 

B9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● This one is impossible for me as a cyclist. The vehicle is behind me, I 

can’t reach up to see the driver and I’m going straight so I don’t do any 

indication of turn. You get terrified 

● Probably shouting if I feel seriously at risk 
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B6: To avoid conflicts with the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).
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[Other gestures]

B8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.

1 2 3 4 5



● Impossible by a wave of signal 

 

Situation C – Crossing the road 
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C3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

C5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● That the truck driver is familiar with the rules existing about cyclist 

crossings 

● Confirmation/nod 

● Hand gesture to acknowledge that I am crossing in front of him/her 

● Lights flash or a wave-on hand signal 

● I wouldn’t even put me in this (or the previous position) since I’m 

aware of the blind spots 
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C4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).
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C7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● Here, I stop and let the truck pass. 

● Sound signal if possible. 

● Hand signal 

 

C9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● Probably wave or say thanks 
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C6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).
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C8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 5 is seldom.

1 2 3 4 5



● Hand signals to forego my right of way 
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C10: In this situation, do you think the 
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A3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

A5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● No 

● If the truck was partly autonomous, some kind of feedback to me 

would have been good so I know whether the truck has seen me and 

stops if the truck driver miss it 

● Not really 

● If he is drunk or sleepy 

● Traffic situation, who has the priority to pass 

● No more only he will go straight or turn right 
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A4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).

1 2 3 4 5



 

A7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● I usually seek eye contact with the driver 

● No 

● No 

● No 

● He should stop anything when he saw me and might hurt me 

 

A9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 
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A6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).
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A8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 4, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 4 is seldom.

1 2 3 4



● No 

● Conversation 

 

Situation B – Truck Turning 
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A10: In this situation, do you think the 
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B1: How pleasant are you feeling in this 
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B3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

B5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● No 

 

B7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● No 
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B4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).
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[If I see the truck
turning]

[Where I am] [My current
speed]

[Which direction
I'm going to]

[If I am going to
stop/slow down]

B6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).

1 2 3 4 5



 

B9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● No 

● Very close to me. Might directly shout out or hit the body of the truck 
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[Eye contact through
the windows of the

truck]

[Eye contact via the
mirrors of the truck]

[Look at truck's
direction indicators]

[Gestures]

B8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 4, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 4 is seldom.
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B10: In this situation, do you think the 
communication between you and the truck driver 

is enough today?



Situation C – Crossing the road 
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C1: How pleasant are you feeling in this 
situation?
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C2: How active/quiet are you feeling in the 
situation?



 

 

C5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● No 
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C3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?
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[If the truck
driver sees me]

[The truck's
current speed]

[If the truck is
going to

stop/slow down]

[Braking distance
of the truck]

[Where the truck
plans to go]

C4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).

1 2 3 4 5



 

C7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● No 

● He should stop 

 

C9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● No 
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[If I see the truck
coming]

[Where I am] [My current
speed]

[Which direction
I'm going to]

[If I am going to
stop/slow down]

C6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important).
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[Eye contact through
the windows of the

truck]

[Eye contact via the
mirrors of the truck]

[Look at truck's
direction indicators]

[Gestures]

C8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 4, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 4 is seldom.

1 2 3 4



 

Situation D – Hidden Truck 
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C10: In this situation, do you think the 
communication between you and the truck driver 

is enough today?
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D1: How pleasant are you feeling in this 
situation?
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D2: How active/quiet are you feeling in the 
situation?
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D3: How much in control are you feeling in this 
situation?



 

D5: Any other information you would like to receive from the truck driver? 

● No 

 

D7: Any other information you would like to convey to the truck driver? 

● No 
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[If the truck
driver sees me]

[The truck's
current speed]

[If the truck is
going to

stop/slow down]

[Braking distance
of the truck]

[Where the truck
plans to go]

D4: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
receive some information from the truck driver. Please rank 
the information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 

important).
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[If I see the truck
coming]

[Where I am] [My current
speed]

[My direction] [If I'm going to
stop]

D6: To avoid getting hit by the truck, you probably need to 
convey some information to the truck driver. Please rank the 

information from 1 (the most important) to 5 (the least 
important)

1 2 3 4 5



 

D9: Is there any other method you use to communicate with the truck driver in this situation? 

● If I don’t know that it is coming/see, then I can’t seek eye contact/ do 

gestures. So my answers on this question are wrong. 

● No 

● I think I will directly stop and let it pass. 

 

1: What is difficult in the communication with a truck? 

● That the truck driver does other things than to drive the truck, e.g. has the eyes 

directed towards a phone, tv or such. That the truck driver lay very close 

● Difficult to see the driver through the windows/mirrors, difficult to know how 

familiar the driver is with traffic rules 
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[Eye contact through
the windows of the

truck]

[Eye contact via the
mirrors of the truck]

[Look at truck's
direction indicators]

[Gestures]

D8: Please rank the following communication methods by the 
frequency you use them in this particular situation from 1 to 4, 

where 1 is the one you use most often, and 4 is seldom.
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D10: In this situation, do you think the 
communication between you and the truck driver 

is enough today?



● To know if the driver has seen me 

● To be seen 

● That I don’t know so much about their ability to see and stop. The most tricky 

thing is when a truck starts to reverse. That is very scary. 

● Difficult because of the different sizes of the vehicles 

● A car can easily get in a blind spot 

● Can be difficult to see each other  

● That we have different fields of vision 

● Don’t know 

● To know if you are seen, The truck’s intentions 

● Difficult to see the driver 

● The difference of level and that you don’t know how the truck has to drive in 

order to be maneuvered 

● Often, the problem is that the truck is large and that you can feel worried if the 

driver sees you, especially if you are in a blind spot  

● If they see you or not. They sit high up and sometimes it is difficult to see the 

driver because of the window (dark in the cab, sun reflection in the window, 

etc) 

● That they drive without taking other people into consideration 

● The driver’s high position 

● The level difference 

● Bad sight when the truck is in the way, they sit on a different level than car 

drivers, the vehicles has different sizes and are hard to compare in traffic 

● That they are so big, that it is a distance between the driver and the pedestrians 

which makes the visual communication difficult 

● So big differences between vehicles and level from the ground between 

drivers, so big differences of conditions 

● Get eye contact 

● About the same with a car, people can have difficulties to keep track of 

everything going on 

● To get eye contact 

● Eye contact is not always easy, e.g during bad lighting conditions. Many road 

users (not often truck drivers though) are bad at using their direction 

indicators, which make you put much attention on those instead of the 

situation with encountering heavy vehicles 

● That the driver sits higher up so it is difficult to see each other when close 



● To understand how long time it takes to brake to zero depending on road 

conditions and weight of the truck and so on 

● It is limited to try understand the intentions based on speed and possible 

direction indicators/ brake lights. The driver is hard to reach 

● The trucks speed, lack of usage of direction indicators, eye contact 

● They sit high up and often they have sun glasses because it is their job. 

Difficult with eye contact and that many drives many hours and might be tired.  

● Level difference between truck driver and car 

● Direction indicators are used to seldomly 

● Level difference, toned visor and windows, placement of direction indicators 

of the truck 

● Eye contact 

● Eye contact 

● If they see you or not. Trucks has many blind spots 

● The truck driver sit so much higher up than I am so I am afraid he can’t see me 

as a cyclist 

● They sit high up 

● They are large and driver is high up 

● To create some form of contact 

● Confirmation of that they have seen me and my intention 

● In traffic, if you drive beside a truck, I can’t be sure of that the driver knows 

that I’m there. It can be that I drive faster that the truck and is about to overtake 

it, and suddenly the truck starts to change lanes into my lane (has happened). It 

is such a big blindspot where the driver can’t see me. 

● Eye contact with driver 

● Too large too high 

● Height of the cab. 

● When you're alongside and not sure whether the driver has seen you 

● Where you are, due to blind spots 

● Poor visual contact due to reflections in the window glass, poor lighting etc 

● It is hard to see the gestures of driver due to reflection and the height of truck. 

● Truck is always high, hard to establish eye contact with driver 

● they cannot see me or hear me 

● The truck is too higher up, difficult to see the truck driver. 

● The height difference - the windows get dark - difficult to see face of driver. 

Gestures work - waving etc 



● I am small as a cyclist and the truck driver sits high up which makes the 

communication difficult.  

● Difficult to see the truck driver's eyes 

● To know if they have seen me 

● If they are too close behind. If they pass too close. And of course, that they 

have so many blind spots. 

● When you are in the lane next to the truck, side by side, it is very difficult for 

the car driver and the truck driver to see and communicate with each other 

● I’m afraid to get in their blind spot 

● Difficult to see the driver in some angles 

 

2: Which part(s) of the truck do you think needs improvements for a better 

communication? Why? 

● don’t know (6) 

● To forbid them to do other things than to drive their vehicle 

● That the driver drives carefully and not too fast so they can’t detect vulnerable 

road users, that the truck is not so big that it is dangerous for vulnerable road 

users, that there are no blind spots, that the truck can’t turn/ change lanes if 

someone is beside the truck 

● Bigger mirrors 

● Clarity about speed 

● No idea 

● Don’t know 

● Sight to the rear and right next to the truck 

● Clear signal of how the driver is thinking in the situation 

● The cab (2) 

● The problem is that the truck is so big, and that some drivers think “biggest 

vehicle goes first”. It’s not always about technology. 

● Most important that the driver shows where it is heading, or that the driver 

sees me. 

● Maybe the window? 

● The trailer 

● Signals with lamps 

● Don’t know what a truck looks like from the inside, but maybe try increasing 

the sight for the driver. Maybe with the help of lights and sounds, to show that 

you as a pedestrian has been seen. 

● Something that says whether it’s going to stop or not. 



● Firstly- the truck driver’s attitude towards helping in traffic. There are many 

skilled truck drivers, but the attitude of the bad ones has to change. For 

instance: only 50% of the truck drivers on swedish roads use seat belt. This is 

the attitude we need to work with. 

● No direct ideas. 

● More clear direction indicators.  

● I think the truck is enough as it is already. If you understand the truck drivers’ 

situation and take it easy.  

● Don’t know 

● More information about weight, braking distance and so on… 

● Direction indicators, a sign of if he has seen me 

● Semi-automated, that a system can back up a driver with braking and 

communication, so there’s two who is driving 

● To get eye contact, that windows are free from reflexes, that direction 

indicators are designed so that they are visible 

● Direction indicators and eye contact 

● Direction indicators 

● Eye contact 

● I can’t answer that 

● That the truck sees me and gives me an indication of that the truck driver will 

follow the traffic rules, such as giving way or keeping distance 

● Delete blind spots and have bigger side windows 

● Good if a light strip along the truck to show if it will turn, (like the new 

direction indicators of Audi) 

● The trailer! There are no eyes on the trailer that can see what is going on 

around. The driver: more focus on their education of how to behave in traffic. 

Often they speak on the phone in city traffic, and how much can they 

concentrate on the traffic to look around then? The driver’s attitude towards 

the weaker road users can also be developed, some cut their way forward and 

tries to block the way of a motorcycle (has also happened). What’s the need 

for the driver to get through? None. Luckily, are many truck driver nice and 

leave room for bikes, tries to move to the side in cues so that the motorcyclist 

can pass and so on. 

● Lower viewing angle from windows 

● The side, especially along the front half 

● Mirror extensions to reduce blind spots and warning signs on rear to warn 

inexperienced cyclists 



● High and low rear lights/indicators.Front lights usually adequate for direction 

indicators 

● Maybe the mirror of truck. 

● Make big noise to let people know the truck is coming 

● don’t know 

● What a truck can see and not see and are we keeping the safety distance 

● See through A-pillars and doors. Inform or even mark blind spots on road with 

light. Or make sound for outside if a VRU is in a very dangerous zone. 

● The position of the driver 

● Show important information on truck screen directly. 

● The view, too much blind space 

● Haven’t thought of 

● Difficult to answer 

● Don’t know 

● Big windows, minimize blind spots 

● That the ones with tv and phones etc stops it, that they are sober and well 

rested 

● Build away the blind spots. Probably easiest with cameras 

● The possibility for the driver to see me as a car driver, or in another smaller 

vehicle 

● Direction indicators, and that the truck driver shows their intentions clearly 

 

3: Please describe how a perfect communication would be like, if anything was 

possible. The description does not have to take the technology of today into account, 

think new, think freely  

● Don’t know (4) 

● Trucks with emergency brakes that prevents them from overrun other 

road users. I’m sceptical towards autonomous vehicles but I realize 

that they have potential. They have to be able to detect Motorcycles 

and mopeds though.  

● That the truck can’t turn/change lanes if someone is beside the truck. 

That the speed can’t be higher that that the truck can automatically 

brake when an accident can occur (depending how heavily loaded the 

truck is) 

● We wave to each other through the windows or via the mirrors. 



● It would feel safe if a warning light was lit when you as a pedestrian 

crosses the street. It would also be good if you could get a magnified 

image/picture of the driver and that it always is such a light in the cab 

and cars so you can see who is driving it. 

● The truck gets a signal immediately if a car or other vehicle enters their 

territory 

● A special indicator when the truck driver want to let someone pass 

● Just like meeting another pedestrian. That’s how the perfect 

communication would be.  

● Don’t know 

● Autonomous vehicles of course, one that plans the traffic in 

intersections depending on incoming vehicles. Eg. not communication 

between humans. 

● Walkie-talkies, light diodes that the driver lits to show that they see 

me, GPS-signals between car and truck where you can communicate 

whether you have seen one another (and warn if  you don’t see and 

starts the direction indicators maybe?) 

● The truck says “I see you and will stop and let you pass” 

● Visible direction indicators. Clear when they reverse. 

● If all the trucks has a display where they see the traffic from a car 

driver's’ view.  

● Your own GPS warn you about trucks in traffic. Could be on your own 

phone, an app that is connected to GPS in trucks that with sound 

inform you about change in speed, how close, the plans. The truck can 

have a GPS that it drives accordingly, and if the car driver sees that, 

then they already know what the truck will do and then act from that 

information. 

● That the truck is autonomous and that it can with the help of sound and 

light communicate to other road users of how it “thinks” 

● Some sort of feedback of the risk for collision with surrounding 

vehicles? No matter if it is a pedestrian, cyclist or motor vehicle. Like a 

back camera or distance measuring device to the vehicle in front that is 

available today in cars, but one that gives signals to the surrounding 

too. Maybe with sound or some kind of light? 

● Technical aids are difficult without the will from the truck driver to use 

it 



● Hive-mind where all humans are linked and everyone knows what the 

next person is going to do. Then we could have walked around blind 

and deaf and still avoiding accidents. 

● The best thing would be that the drivers of all kinds clearly indicated in 

which direction they want to turn or not, that they kept their distances 

and let heavy traffic cut in and gave them the space they need. 

Communication: USE DIRECTION INDICATORS would be nice to 

scream to other road users. 

● If the car could read other road users, if they will get off or change 

lanes, and what speed they have, then it would be easier to plan, less 

stress and improved the flow of traffic. Eg. it might not be a good idea 

to overtake someone on the highway if they will get off soon anyway. 

Or if you have to cross traffic/get into the traffic (on main road) from 

an intersection. I rarely drive in city traffic, I mean when the smaller 

roads enters the bigger ones. That’s when it can be extra difficult to 

make good judgement of speed and distance… 

● Technology is not always necessary, more understanding of how a 

truck speeds up, brakes and so on 

● They take up vision when you are behind them and makes it difficult to 

see/predict obstacles further away in front. A monitor in the back that 

let me see through the truck would be nice. More clear/visible 

direction indicators/brake lights. 

● Would want to see what is in front of the truck when overtaking it. 

Want to be seen and respected, that it is clearly shown what their 

intentions are and what the driver plans to do. 

● When red light, the traffic is communicated with the vehicles so they 

have to slow down. Use more calculation than only their own eyes, 

using all other things they can get (cameras on the streets and so on). 

Also, that the truck can communicate with gestures or pictures. 

● Cameras that covers the blind spots in city traffic and traffic jams, and 

sensors that can feel if another vehicle or a pedestrian comes too close. 

● Where he will go, that he has seen me 

● That trucks tells their direction, speed and where they will go through 

symbols on LCD-screens on the truck's sides. 

● Everything is self driven 

● Eye contact 

● That the truck has perfect sight everywhere 



● I would want to talk to the truck driver, just like you do in a cyclist 

group or when you go cross country skiing. Eg that the truck would say 

“hi, hi, i’m on your outside, let you drive first, waits until you’re 

done”, or something alike 

● That all trucks should have automatic stop if something gets in front. 

Cyclist boxes in all intersections. It would also be cameras on both 

cyclists and trucks that turns on if something gets too close. In that way 

you can see what happened in an accident. Trucks without good sight 

should not be allowed to make right turns in city environment. Trucks 

should not be allowed to be in city environment at all. 

● Two-way communication that both understand. A lot about method, 

less about technology. 

● Have a film screen like the commercial from latin america that shows 

what the truck sees in front (if you are behind),. Eg the whole back of 

the truck shows what the driver sees and if it is suitable to overtake or 

not. The truck should be like regular cars, stop then obstacle in front 

(bike). Drivers’ steering wheel should vibrate and vehicles <25km/h 

comes up beside/sees coming from the side so the driver get aware 

about other vehicles in intersection/turn 

● Some drivers usually blink to the right if we drive on a rural road and 

it’s clear to overtake the truck. That’s very good! You could do that 

otherwise also, in traffic jam if truck sees me on MC who wants to 

overtake, maybe have some green light somewhere on the car that 

blink or glow so that he has seen me and thinks that I can pass him. In 

intersections where the truck should give me way on the MC, then he 

could for instance blink with main beam just to say that he has seen me 

and that he understand that I will cross his path. The trailer could also 

have sensors to feel if something “small” is beside it (everything from 

pedestrian to two wheeled vehicles) and gives a message to the driver 

about it, just like file departure warning on a car works. 

● Speed had been good to communicate. A cyclist can come faster that a 

car driver imagines.  

● Light up path on roads to show intended paths. 

● A good solution could be an intercom which mutes the drivers stereo at 

low speeds when indicating and relays sounds from the sides of the 

truck to inside with a video feed to avoid 'left hooking' cyclists (when a 

driver overtakes a cyclist but turns left before completely overtaking) 



● Anything that allows both you and the truck driver to share intentions 

and agree upon the course of action 

● large mirrors to show vulnerable traffic in the vicinity of the truck 

● Maybe somewhere on the front of truck need to show the gesture of the 

driver. Like I am already slowing down, please just go. Or you 

pedestrians stop, I need to go first, etc. 

● Autonomous truck 

● do not know 

● Show me the safety margin around the truck and driving path, I could 

understand how to walk and drive around a truck 

● See previous question. 

● Another light may be? 

● Chenqiexiangbudaoa 

● That the driver can see the complete environment even beyond the 

other cars 

● It would be good if you as a cyclist could be better seen in cameras, for 

example cameras in my height that the driver could look at to see me 

by the side/in front and behind the truck 

● Automatic anti collision for the truck 

● Detector of bicycle close to the vehicle and warning when risk for 

collision 

● Clear direction of path 

● Possibility to direct communication with the driver via simple push of 

button 

● That the truck stops when it senses that it is too close to another 

vehicle, no matter if it is on the side, in front or behind. 

● Communication between the vehicle’s navigation systems and why 

not self driving vehicles 

 

Comments about the survey (optional) 

● Cute Pics!  

● I am not clear that if there is traffic light at intersections. It should be there at 

intersections nowadays, but I didn't see it in the sketch. 

● The final one about crossing in front of the truck and can't see the other cars 

behind it. The truck drivers don't care about this situation, isn't it? :) 

● Nice pic, but the repeating questions are kind of... 



● Var lite förvirrande när skalorna var åt olika håll. För en fråga var bra åt höger, 

för nästa fråga kunde bra vara åt vänster 

● Detta var väldigt svårt att svara på helt oförberedd. Viktig fråga men svårt att gå 

in i och vara kreativ så spontant för mig tyvärr. Hoppas ni får många andra mer 

kreativa svar :) 

● Viktiga frågor att jobba med 

● Many cycle and pedestrian deaths due to turning vehicles-better information? 

● Väldigt bra ämne! Det här tänker jag på varje dag när jag pendlar till jobbet mc, 

det blir 1000 mil per år på hojen, så man hinner se och uppleva mycket! Jag 

jobbar själv på Lastvagnar också, så det ska bli spännande att se vad det blir 

av det här! Viktigt ämne!  

● bra att ta reda på vad olika trafikanter upplever har beov av  

● För lång. Situationerna är liknande och jag tror att de flesta hanterar 

situationerna liknande och därav kryssar i lika på A,B,C,D. Vissa svar hade 

varit fördelaktiga att få sätta på en gradskala istället för att alla prickar var 

tvungna att vara unika på varje rad. Annars lycka till! :) 

● Självkörande bilar är något jag ser mycket positivt på, tror att om dom kan läsa 

av varandra (gps, hastighet, last osv) och göra kalkyler baserat utan känslor 

(...stress/trötthet) och tyckande (den minns alla regler exakt, det gör inte jag 

tyvärr...) så hade trafiken kunnat bli mycket säkrare!  

● Svårformulerade frågor men något konstiga svarsalternativ.  

● Lite lång och komplicerad, upplevde vissa svarsalternativ för tvingande. Fick 

sätta en 3a på sånt jag aldrig använder t.ex bara för att man var tvungen att 

rangordna.  

● Lycka till! 

● Svårt att fylla i formuläret, t.ex. känslan av kontrol och obehag är väldigt hårt 

kopplade. 

● En bra undersökning som kanske ger upphov till ny teknink som kan rädda 

människoliv eller att man blir skadad. 

 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




